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Abstract

The initial research problem is to investigate an alternative motor drive to the existing permanent

magnet synchronous and brushless DC-motor drives for pump applications. A review of different

motor types showed that a possible candidate for another lowcost permanent magnet motor may

be the single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM).Due to the simple construction of

the single phase HSRM, manufacturing may be simplified compared to a three phase permanent

magnet motor and consumption of copper may be lowered when compared to both the induction

motor and some three phase permanent magnet motors.

The focus of this thesis is regarding the design and control of a single phase hybrid switched

reluctance motor (HSRM) intended to drive e.g. a centrifugalpump. A single phase hybrid

switched reluctance motor was designed with a novel stator pole shaping method and a new ar-

rangement of permanent magnets for flux concentration was presented. It was shown how stator

pole shaping can improve starting torque for a single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor.

It was demonstrated that the configuration of permanent magnets in different flux concentration

arrangements influences the shape and magnitude of the torque. This first prototype is used for

most of the experiments presented in the thesis. The motor achieves an efficiency of close to

77% at an output power of 72 W, comparable to a BLDC or PMSM in a similar power range.

An alternative speed control method suitable for control ofmotor drives with a high periodic

torque ripple is used to control the HSRM. The torque of a single phase HSRM has a non-

linear dependency on both current and the angle, where active torque control is not possible for

the entire stroke. The torque produced has a periodic ripple, with a period of four times the

rotational frequency, which is also giving a periodic ripple in the speed. This speed ripple may



affect the input to a time invariant speed controller if it isnot low pass filtered. If the speed

controller updates are also not synchronized with the strokes, the speed controller outputs may

change during a stroke. The changes of speed controller output during a stroke, may give rise

to undesired low frequency oscillations in the speed controller output. A time variant speed

controller is presented in the thesis that does not suffer from these issues.

Like the brushless DC-motor (BLDC) and the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM),

the HSRM needs information about rotor position to be properly controlled. For BLDC, PMSM,

induction motors, and the normal SRM position sensorless methods are relatively well estab-

lished and have been used for some time. For the single phase switched reluctance motor several

methods have been used, however for the single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor there

seems to be no known methods. The presented position sensorless method is simple, robust

towards parameter changes and thus suitable for implementation in a mass produced low cost

drive.

A method to protect windings in a HSRM, flooded with boiling water, is also presented but has

yet to be tested for its lifetime performance.



Dansk resumé

Emnet for afhandlingen er at undersøge en alternativ motor til eksisterende permanent mag-

net synkron motorer og børsteløs DC-motorer som centrifugalpumpemotor. En gennemgang af

forskellige motortyper viste, at en mulig kandidat til en lav pris permanent magnet motor kan

være den enfasede hybrid reluktans motor (HSRM). På grund af den enkle konstruktion af den

enfasede HSRM, kan fremstilling være forenklet i forhold til et trefaset permanent magnet mo-

tor og forbruget af kobber kan sænkes i forhold til både induktionsmotorer og nogle trefasede

permanent magnet motorer.

Fokus i denne afhandlinger på design og kontrol af enfasede hybrid reluktans motorer (HSRM),

der har til formål at drive blandt andet en centrifugalpumpe. En enfaset hybrid reluktans motor

er designet med en speciel statorpolsudformning og en indretning af permanente magneter til

flux koncentration. Det blev vist hvordan statorpolformen kan forbedre startmomentet for en en-

faset hybrid reluktans motor. Det blev demonstreret, at konfigurationen af permanente magneter

i forskellige flux koncentration arrangementer påvirker formen og størrelsen af drejningsmo-

mentet. Denne første prototype motor bruges til de fleste af forsøgene præsenteres i specialet.

Motoren opnår en virkningsgrad på tæt ved 77% ved en udgangseffekt på 72 W, kan sammen-

lignes med en BLDC eller PMSM i et lignende effektområde.

Alternative hastighedskontrolmetoder egnet til styring af motordrev med stor periodisk variation

i drejningsmomentet blev udviklet og brugt til at styre HSRM.Det producerede motormoment

er periodisk, med en periode på fire gange rotationsfrekvensen, som også giver en periodisk vari-

ation i rotorhastigheden. Periodiske hastighedsvariationer i indgangssignalet til en tidsinvariant

hastighedsregulator kan give anledning til uønskede lavfrekvente svingninger i hastighedsregula-



torens output, hvis dette indgangssignal ikke lavpas filtreres. Tidsvariante hastighedsregulatorer

præsenteres, der ikke behøver en sådan lavpas filtrering.

Ligesom en børsteløs DC-motor (BLDC) og permanent magnet synkron motor (PMSM) er der

behov for HSRM oplysninger om rotorpositionen, hvis HSRM skalkontrolleres korrekt. For

BLDC er PMSM, asynkronmotorer, og den normale SRM er positionssensorløse metoder rel-

ativt veletablerede og har været brugt i nogen tid. For enfasede reluktans motorer har flere

metoder allerede været brugt, men for den enfasede hybride reluktans motor synes der ikke at

være nogle kendte metoder. Den præsenterede positionssensorløse metode er enkel, robust over

for parameter ændringer og dermed egnet til implementering iet masse produceret motordrev.

En metode til at beskytte viklingerne i en HSRM oversvømmet med kogende vand er også

præsenteret, men mangler endnu at blive testet for levetid.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is regarding the design and control of a single phase hybrid switched

reluctance motor (HSRM) intended to drive a small centrifugal pump. Approximately 75% of

electrical drives in U.S.A. are uni-directional drives such as pump-, fan-, and compressor-type

drives [1]. For low power uni-directional drives, the two phase induction motor has long been the

preferred motor[2] along with the universal motor. To increase efficiency, three phase permanent

magnet motors may be used as replacement for the induction motor in pump applications[3].

The initial research problem is to investigate an alternative motor drive to the existing permanent

magnet synchronous and brushless DC-motor drives for pump applications. A review of different

motor types showed that a possible candidate for another lowcost permanent magnet motor may

be the single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM).Due to the simple construction of

the single phase HSRM, manufacturing may be simplified compared to a three phase permanent

magnet motor and consumption of copper may be lowered when compared to both the induction

motor and some three phase permanent magnet motors. The costand complexity of the needed

electronic control is assumed to be of a similar to the cost and complexity of a brushless DC-

motor drive.

To achieve lower cost, several aspects are considered in this thesis: reduction in sensor require-

ments by developing a position sensorless control, a lower cost alternative to protect the windings

of the motor from water, a motor design that can use simple coils for the windings and thus use

3
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less copper than an existing induction motor drive, a motor design that has full torque during

start up also when running position sensorless.

More information regarding the background and motivation for the project is presented in the

following sections. This is followed by a short introduction to the hybrid switched reluctance

motor. The scope of the thesis is also defined and an outline ofthe thesis finishes the chapter.
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1.1 Pump Motor Drives

A pump motor drive is in this thesis defined to consist of an impeller, a pump housing, and

an electrical motor with suitable drive electronics and control. This thesis only focuses on the

electrical motor and its control. Varying the speed allows for significant energy savings [4], and

thus it is in the following assumed that electronic control is required. The classical approach is to

control the torque of a motor is by controlling the current, since the current directly is linked to

the torque production. A variable speed pump drive, withoutdrive electronics, may be composed

of the components shown in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The pump is made of a pump housing, an impeller, a rotor, bearings, a stator (with windings),
and control electronics (not shown). The areas marked with blue in the pump and motor are normally
flooded with water. The motor shown here is a squirrel cage induction motor.

In pump drives of this type, the airgap between the rotor and the stator is flooded with wa-

ter. Since the airgap is flooded, brushless motors are preferred to brushed DC-motors in pump
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drives. The availability of compact and low-priced power semiconductor devices and the drop

in the price for computational power made brushless drives possible in low cost applications[5].

However power electronics and micro controllers still addsto the cost of a complete drive and

needs to be included with the price of other components when the complete price is determined.

1.2 Low cost motor drives

The main cost-influencing factors are[5]:

• The number of motor strands and windings

• How the type of windings and how the windings are manufactured

• The amount and quality of the built-in permanent magnets

• The number and size of semiconductors in the inverter bridge

• The complexity of the control algorithm and the number and type of sensors needed

But drive cost is also affected by other factors, such as raw materials cost, tooling cost, labour

cost, production volume, and the degree of in-house know-how. The motor type is often dictated

by a motor designers previous exposure to, and understanding of, different motor types. So the

low cost motors considered for pump drives in this section, are mainly brushless motors with no

more than three phases, suitable for variable speed control.

The classical motor for low cost pump drives, with a flooded air gap, is the induction motor.

For fixed speed, fixed load applications it also does not need electronic control if it is supplied

from an AC-supply. The single phase induction motor may be speed controlled by a single triac,

where variable speed is achieved by simply shutting down thecurrent for the desired number of

periods of the fundamental frequency of the supply or by controlling the turn on angle. Since

the load in a pump drive is of a dissipative nature, the speed naturally decreases if no power is

supplied to the motor. The single phase induction motor needs to have distributed windings. It
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can only supply the second phase at one specific excitation frequency, and has a rotor structure

that requires copper or aluminium bars adding cost and losses. A single phase induction motor

have been proposed modified with permanent magnets on the rotor to increase efficiency[6], but

the copper bars for the squirrel cage rotor are still present. Adding permanent magnets to the

induction motor structure will not decrease the cost of thismotor type.

The single phase induction motor drive has been used in the pump drives for a long time. The

main reasons for this are:

Low Cost: The single phase induction motor requires no or only little electronics for low per-

formance operation. The single phase induction motor is generally considered robust and

thus reliable. The facilities that produces these machineshave now, in many case, been

fully amortized

Simple Control: The single phase induction motor requires little or no control.

The single phase induction motor does however have one important weak point: efficiency is

insufficient to current legal requirements, when operated at variable speeds. Part of the problems

for the single phase induction motor has to do with the motor construction used in making the

wet runner pumps. In wet runner pump motor drives, the windings have to be protected against

the water. To achieve this a steel can is inserted in the air gap between the rotor and the stator.

This does however increase the length of the air gap, which also increases the reluctance in the

flux path. This impacts the induction motor since the currentin the rotor is induced from the

stator side to the rotor. This means that if the airgap increases the magnetizing current also has

to increase to maintain the desired flux linkage. This will give larger losses on the stator side in

the induction motor. This increase in current on the stator side also increases eddy current losses

in the stainless steel can.

Another simple motor type is the single phase synchronous motor or its close relative the single

phase brushless DC-motor. Both motor types has a simple construction as it is shown in Fig. 1.2,

however since the rotor is non-salient this may complicate efficient position sensorless control

at low speed. When no saliency is present, rotor detection normally relies mostly on the electro-
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motoric force of the rotor (back-EMF) for detection of rotorangle. This motor type is however

very insensitive to the length of the air gap, may use simple coils, and obviously has little rotor

power losses.

Figure 1.2: A single phase synchronous motor as it was presented in [7,8].

During the 1970’s and early 1980’s the introduction of powersemiconductors and microproces-

sors started a new era of research in new topologies[1]. New motor types were introduced, such

as the brushless DC-motor and others were re-introduced suchas the switched reluctance motor.

Since electronic control enables a much more flexible control over the phase currents, motors

that were not practical previously are now more interesting.

Permanent magnet motor types are considered to achieve the highest efficiency in low power

drives, despite a relatively large air gap[9]. The high efficiency for permanent magnet motors

may be achieved since large parts of the flux is supplied by thepermanent magnets. The discus-

sion that follows will therefore only focus on the permanentmagnet motors, since efficiency is a

key concern in the desired motor drive for this thesis.

1.2.1 Components of the electrical motor

The electrical motor is a combination of several components:

Laminations: Except for coreless drives, most electrical motors use steel laminations made of
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silicon doped iron. The inclusion of silicon is to reduce iron losses due to eddy currents

and to reduce hysteresis losses by making the hysteresis loop more narrow. The increased

silicon content does however make the steel laminations more brittle. The price for steel

laminations is continously increasing [10].

Iron can be recycled virtually indefinitely with no degradation of properties and thus part

of the iron supply is existing iron based structures. Furthermore there are several coun-

tries worldwide that has significant iron reserves and this ensures healthy competition in

the foreseeable future. Threats however exists to continued access to low cost iron: the

recent collapse of the established steel trade system[11],and the current increase in steel

consumption[11].

Coils: Windings in electrical motors are typically wound in the stator as either distributed or

short turn windings. Sinusoidally distributed windings produce less harmonics and thus

reduces motor losses, but are also more complicated and costly [12]. Concentrated wind-

ings are typically found in cost sensitive commercial motors in the forms of PMSM, BLDC

as well as SRM.

Two materials are used for machine windings: aluminium and copper. Aluminium is

sometimes used as a conductor due to lower cost as compared tocopper. However alu-

minium has a significantly poorer thermal conductivity thancopper and should therefore

be disregarded as a winding material for small low power motors[13].

The copper price has increased since the turn of the century until the economic crisis

appeared. The economic crisis forced a dip in the prices, butthe copper price has since

rebounded and currently headed towards the pre crisis priceagain as it can be seen in

Fig. 1.3. This means that the long term outlook for copper is most probably a continued

increase in prices given the continued growth in the emerging markets. This means that

the motor design should seek to minimize the use of copper.

.

Magnets: Permanent magnets comes in many shapes, sizes, and materials. The most used per-

manent magnet materials are neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeB) magnets and ferrite mag-
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Figure 1.3: The copper price for cash purchase of copper as seen onLondon Metal Exchange from
16/01-1998 to 16/01-2011[14]. The dates on the graph have been edited to increase readability.

nets of various types. The NdFeB magnets has the highest remanent flux and best resis-

tance against demagnetization. When a motor has permanent magnets, demagnetization

has to be avoided through design and by monitoring the currents in the coils. Ferrite mag-

nets have the best resistance against corrosion (includingwater) and tolerates higher tem-

peratures than NdFeB magnets, and quite importantly it alsohas lower cost. But since the

flux density is so low, and to increase resistance against demagnetization more permanent

magnet material has to be used when the magnets are ferrite magnets instead of NdFeB

magnets. This in turn also means that the machine increases in size, potentially increasing

the consumption of other materials, like iron laminations and copper for the windings. The

prices for NdFeB dropped since the turn of the millennium, but prices for the raw materi-

als neodymium and dysprosium has more than doubled from 2005to 2010[15]. The long

term outlook for prices for NdFeB is subject to the availability at the dominant source of

the rare earth materials neodymium and dysprosium, namely Chinese mining companies.

The Ministry of Land and Resources of the Peoples Republic of China has stated that the

prices of rare earths probably will continue to increase andhas urged other countries to

diversify their sources of rare earth metals to reduce the burden on Chinese resources[16].

The Chinese government decided to decrease export of neodymium in the second half of

2010 by 72%[17] and to have an export sales tax of 25%[18]. This move probably comes
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to protect the domestic Chinese market, since the Chinese demand is expected to equal its

supply by 2012 [19]. Since more than 97% of the rare earths used in production is coming

from China, the prices are expected to continue to increase inthe foreseeable future[20].

At the time of the writing, a sharp increase in magnets is seenfrom some magnet produc-

ers such as the announced price increase by Shin-Etsu of 40 % compared to two month

before, which was even preceded by similar price increases since 2010[21]. This makes

ferrite magnets an interesting alternative to NdFeB.

1.2.2 Drive electronics

The key components in a line connected permanent magnet motor drive are:

Line interference suppression filter: To reduce line interference to stay within EEC directive

2006/95/EC. Typically made of a choke-coil and capacitors toremove high-frequency con-

tent from the line current.

Varistor: Varistor may be used to protect against surge voltages, but is not mandatory.

Rectifier: Since most permanent magnet motors actually need a DC-source

DC-link capacitor: Both as a filter and as an energy storage element

Integrated power module or discrete power components: To control the phase currents, and

thus control the motor.

Current measurements shunts: To measure phase currents accurately, proper current shunts

may be necessary to measure currents at a wide range of temperatures.

Microcontroller: To actively control the motor and is indeed required for a variable speed

pump drive, since speed is controlled based on knowledge of the impeller characteristics.

The cost of the permanent magnet motor drive could possibly be reduced by optimizing ratio

between materials usage and/or drive electronics, but for this thesis these parameters are not
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considered with regards to optimization. It is important tonote though that a single phase or three

phase motors seems to be the best options for low cost drives.The single phase motors may use

few power components, and three phase systems can use standard three phase integrated power

modules. Unlike the raw materials for the motor, the price for power electronics is expected to

decrease and the performance is expected to improve. So it may be desirable to "‘move"’ some

of the losses from the motor to the power electronics, if possible.

Polyphase machines are considered more complex, and thus potentially more expensive, than

single-phase versions. On the other hand polyphase machines may offer better torque density,

better efficiency and possibly lower noise than some single phase motors. Motors using magnets

may be more expensive than switched reluctance motors[5], but may also be less sensitive to

a large airgap. The question then is: Does the simpler motorsfullfill the requirements for effi-

ciency, power density, dynamics, torque ripple and noise[5]? The aim of this thesis is to show

if these points are fulfilled when a single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor is used in a

pump drive.

The presentation of the hybrid switched reluctance motor inthe following section also includes

a look at the single phase switched reluctance motor, since the switched reluctance motor forms

the basis for the motors considered in this thesis.
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1.3 Presentation of the hybrid switched reluctance motor

The single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor is developed based on the single phase

switched reluctance motor. It is informative to see some of the problems facing a single phase

switched can be handled by adding permanent magnets making the motor a hybrid switched

reluctance motor.

1.3.1 Single phase SRM

A simple machine can be made of two pieces of iron and a coil as it is shown in Fig. 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Principle of reluctance machine, with one phase winding and twostator poles and two rotor
poles. First the machine is in an unaligned position, and later the machine is in the aligned position.

When the coil is energized, the rotor is attracted to the stator. The rotor starts to rotate until the

rotor is aligned with stator, and the rotor thus moves from near unaligned position to aligned

position. It is obvious that the motor in Fig. 1.4 cannot produce torque with same direction as

the rotation for all rotor angles. At some angles the torque may have an opposite direction of the

rotation and at some angles the torque production may be close to zero or zero.

The phase inductance varies based on the position of the rotor[22]. Assuming a simplified model

of a single phase reluctance machine the torque production can be described as[22, 23]:
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τ =
1
2

i2
dL
dθ

(1.1)

whereτ is the instantaneous torque,i is the instantaneous coil current,L is the coil inductance,

and θ is the instantaneous rotor angle. Equation (1.1) and Fig. 1.4 shows several important

points:

• The direction of the torque is only dependent on the change in the inductance, but not

the direction of the current. This also means that it can onlyproduce torque in the same

direction as the rotation in a particular range of rotor angles.

• Zero torque zones are unavoidable for a single phase machine.

• The initial position is important to determine the direction of the initial rotation.

• Torque production is dependent on saliency on the rotor andthe stator. This means that

the torque production may be shaped by the designed saliencyon the rotor and the stator.

To ensure that the single phase switched reluctance motor isstarting in the correct direction,

some kind of asymmetrical elements in either the rotor or thestator has to be added to ensure

that the rotation goes in the desired direction only[5] or byadding a parking method. The parking

is typically achieved by mechanical means or by using permanent magnets.

1.3.2 Single phase HSRM

The HSRM considered in this project has permanent magnets embedded in the stator, thus being

a hybrid between a pure switched reluctance motor (SRM) and a permanent magnet machine.

The main problem for all single or even two phase SRM is to startrotating in the intended

direction of rotation[5]. Single phase SRM may use saturation to ensure starting in the correct

direction as it was presented in [24]. This makes it possibleto make the minimum reluctance

position dependent on the current magnitude, but only within a given range of angles. But this

only partially ensures a solution since the motor still willonly start in the desired direction if the
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rotor position is in this range of angles[5]. To avoid the introduction of a second phase, as in the

motor presented in [25], but still maintain the simplicity of a single phase motor it is possible to

use permanent magnets. The use of permanent magnets to ensure that the rotor is parked in a

predefined position when no current is in the coil has been used for clockwork stepper motors as

in [26] as it can be seen in Fig. 1.5.

Figure 1.5: An early hybrid switched reluctance motor from a 1978 germanpatent[26], which is struc-
turally similar to a 1966 american patent of a single phase permanent magnet synchronous motor(see
[27]).

The motor shown in Fig. 1.5 [26] has two interesting features: a permanent magnet to ensure

parking when there is current in the coil and a kind of electromagnetic gearing by having more

teeth on the stator and rotor per flux source. The placement ofthe coil however means that the

stator is not be made of one piece of iron and has to be assembled. Several different single phase

SRM used this principle as presented in [28, 29, 30], but without the electromagnetic gearing

used in the clockwork motor. These designs has two main problems: firstly the permanent mag-

net torque has to be overcome by the torque produced when the coil is energized and secondly

does the permanent magnets not contribute to the average torque because they are not in the main

flux path[5]. If the permanent magnets are put in the flux path the average torque production is

indeed increased and the torque from the permanent magnets can also be controlled. This will

be described in detail in the motor modelling chapter 3. Sucha motor is presented in [31] as it is

shown in Fig. 1.6.

In Török’s design the flux from the coils has an opposite direction of the flux from the permanent
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Figure 1.6: The principal drawing of the motor described in Töröks patent from 1992[31].

magnets. The flux from the permanent magnets is directly influenced by the current in the

coil, since the permanent magnets are in the main flux path of the coils. Notice that Török

also uses the electromagnetic gearing seen in the clockworkmotor. Török’s is not the only

and first design to use permanent magnets in the main flux path.The first use of permanent

magnets in the main flux path is presented [32] for a flux switching motor used as a generator,

and the flux switching motors form their own branch of single phase doubly salient motors.

The flux switching motors, does however require bidirectional current[33] and this increases

the number of required transistors in the converter for the motor compared to the single phase

hybrid SRM. Similarly if the permanent magnet are placed on the rotor in a SRM, such a motor

would also require bidirectional excitation as it is shown in [34]. Yet another design which

uses permanent magnets in the flux path of the coils to improveperformance is presented in

[35], but this design uses a segmented stator very similar to[32].The design presented in [35]

however only requires uni-directional current. A simplified hybrid SRM design is presented

in [5] to make the hybrid SRM more economical. The main featureis that the motor coils

are similar to the simple coils used in single phase universal motors used for low cost drives.

The permanent magnets in the design presented by Török and Wissmach are glued to the stator

back will thus be exposed to the full normal force from the rotor. One method to protect the

permanent magnets against the normal force is to put the magnets in structural "‘pockets"’ in the

iron laminations. Permanent magnets may need to be structurally protected against mechanical

forces in a permanent magnet motor design, since permanent magnets may be brittle and prone

to cracking. The designs presented by Török and Wissmach does not structurally protect the
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permanent magnets, most likely since "‘pocketing"’ a single magnets in the stator may reduce

the amount of permanent magnet flux crossing the airgap. If less permanent magnet flux crosses

the airgap, the cogging torque would be reduced and the average torque would also decrease.

Lu et. al introduced permanent magnet flux concentration to increase the cogging torque[36],

however the design used a segmented stator and does not structurally protect the permanent

magnets against the forces acting on the stator. A segmentedstator may pose challenges in

motor assembly, and this may increase the cost.

So there is a need for a single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor design that pockets the

permanent magnets that lie in the main flux path and only use a one segment for stator lamination.

To summarize the hybrid switched reluctance motor strengths and weaknesses:

Strengths

• A single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor is claimedto be the cheapest of all

permanent magnet brushless machine types[5].

• Unlike the single phase switched reluctance machine, positive torque may be pro-

duced for all angles.

Weaknesses

• The single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor produces a pulsating torque. This

is however also a problem for the single phase brushless DC motor[37, 38].

• Needs to be in a predefined starting position, but this may beensured by permanent

magnets if the load torque is not too high.

• The single phase machine may be more noisy[5].
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1.4 Problem Formulation

The main idea in this thesis is to design a low power, low cost hybrid switched reluctance motor

drive. The drive should be operated in a position sensorlesscontrol mode, due to the cost issue.

1.4.1 Motivation

There is a trend towards energy efficiency in pump motor drives, partly driven by increased le-

gal requirements towards minimum energy efficiency. Induction motors struggles to compete

with permanent magnet motors regarding efficiency, when theoutput power is low[39]. This has

moved the focus to two classical motor types: the brushless DC-motor (BLDC) and the perma-

nent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). An interesting motoralternative is the single phase

hybrid switched reluctance motor(HSRM), since the HSRM offers a very simple construction

that may have lower manufacturing costs.

1.4.2 Objectives

So the main research question is:

Is the hybrid switched reluctance drive suitable as a low cost, low power, variable speed pump

drive?

Since this main research question is too large a scope for a single thesis, four key research topics

are selected for further investigation:

1. Can the existing hybrid switched reluctance motor design be simplified to reduce the cost?

2. Is it possible to design the motor so it may achieve a full loadefficiency similar to a

PMSM or BLDC, and still reduce the amount of materials used? The benchmark chosen

are motors presented in [40].
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3. Is it possible to remove the rotor position sensor, to further reduce cost?

4. The stainless steel can in the air gap is increasing cost and reducing efficiency, so is

it possible to remove the stainless steel can in the airgap and still protect the windings

against boiling water?
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1.5 Thesis Outline

The investigations documented in this thesis is organized into four main parts besides appen-

dices. A brief outline of the individual chapters is given below.

• Part I - Preliminaries

1) Introduction

This chapter.

2) Pump drive systems

This chapter deals with the requirements for a low power, lowvolume, low cost pump

motor drive. The chapter introduces a brief review of a simple pump system, an overview

of relevant motor types and a review of prices of some key materials in electrical motors.

• Part II - Motor Design

3) HSRM model

The hybrid switched reluctance motor model is presented here explaining how permanent

magnets increase the torque density of this motor type, and how the magnets helps shaping

the torque profile.

4) HSRM design

The first design introduces pole shaping on the stator to improve starting torque. A new

flux concentrating arrangement of the permanent magnets, that increase the flux density

in the airgap, is also presented. Different flux concentrating arrangements are compared

and evaluated. The motor uses square bobbins for the coils and has coil insertion slots to

simplify the motor manufacture.

5) Pump motor implementation

The second motor design tries to reduce the number of permanent magnets needed and

fit into a conventional pump housing. Still the motor maintains the coil insertion slots

introduced in the previous chapter. Here a lower cost alternative is proposed to the stainless

steel can that is used in conventional wet-runner pump drives.
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• Part III - Control

6) Control methods for HSRM

This chapter describes how the cascaded variable speed drive control is implemented for

the HSRM. This chapter describes time variant speed control methods suitable for high

torque ripple drives.

7) Sensorless Control

The new position sensorless control method presented in this chapter is insensitive to vari-

ations in DC-link voltage, phase resistance, temperature, variations in inductance, param-

eters of the inverter and current control method. The sensorless method requires only

simple operations that can be implemented in low cost micro controllers. This chapter de-

scribes how the sensorless control is implemented based on back-EMF sensing, including

a method for the speed estimation and error recovery. The description includes a detailed

description of the implementation and the test results for the position sensorless method in

open air and in a pump system.

• Part IV - Conclusion and Future Work

8) Conclusion

This chapter is a summary of the conclusions drawn in the previous chapters. Contribu-

tions believed to be novel are highlighted.

9) Future work

Some suggestions for further research are proposed here.





Chapter 2

Pump drive systems

This chapter describes a few aspects of the centrifugal pumpsystem used in central heating.

2.1 The pump system

A simplified heating system can be made of a pump, a boiler unit, a radiator, fittings, and the

pipes that closes the loop[4]. The primary task of the pump isto compensate for the pressure

loss in the radiator, fittings and the pipes to ensure a desired flow of liquid. The liquid is used

to circulate the thermal energy from the heater to the radiator through the pipes. A signifi-

cant performance factor for a controlled pump is its annual energy consumption[4]. A pump

is equipped with a controller, may achieve a significant reduction in losses compared to a fixed

speed pump[4]. The energy savings of a speed controlled pumpmainly comes from its ability to

reduce speed at reduced flow[41].

The following tries to establish the relationship between the pressure compensation needed, the

mechanical input power needed to drive the impeller, and therelationship between head and

flow. It is only intended to clarify the main aspects regarding a centrifugal pump.

Circulation pumps for aquatic facilities are almost exclusively centrifugal pumps, where the

water in the impeller is subjected to kinetic energy, of which some is converted into a static

23
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of a centrifugal pump. Based on a drawingin [42]

pressure[43]. The function of a centrifugal pumps is as simple as its design. It is filled with liquid

and the impeller is rotated. Rotation gives energy to the liquid causing it to exit the impellers

vanes at a greater velocity than the entry velocity. This outward flow reduces the pressure at the

impeller eye, allowing more liquid to enter. Rotation of the impeller forces water from its entry

point, at the impeller eye, through the impellers vanes and into the volute. The liquid that exits

the impeller is collected in the casing (volute) where its velocity is converted to pressure before

it leaves the pumps outlet [43].

In the following two assumptions are made[42]:

1. The liquid is incompressible

2. The flow through the pump is without losses.

Furthermore it is assumed that the liquid is homogenous.

The needed input power to move a liquid at a given flowrate and pressure-differential is given

by[43]:

P= Q·∆p (2.1)
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WhereP is the power input on the shaft on the motor to the impeller,Q is the flowrate in m3/s,

and∆p is the pressure-differential inPa.

The power delivered by the motor and pump is given by:

P= τmotor·ωmotor (2.2)

And finally the relationship between the pump headH, the flowrateQ and the input powerP:

P= ρ ·g ·Q·H (2.3)

Whereg is the gravitational constant, andρ is the density of water.

A centrifugal pump will always develop the same head in meterregardless of a liquids specific

gravity.

The head related to the speed of the impeller:

H =
v2

impeller

2·g (2.4)

Where the speed of the impellervimpeller is given by:

vimpeller= O·ω = D ·π ·ω (2.5)

whereO is the circumference of the impeller andD is the diameter of the impeller. So the head

is given by:

H =
(D ·π ·ωmotor)

2

2·g (2.6)

Inserting equation (2.6) into equation (2.3):

P= ρ ·g ·Q· (D ·π ·ωmotor)
2

2·g = τmotor·ωmotor (2.7)

Bernoullis theorem states that during steady flow the energy at any point in a conduit is the sum

of the velocity energy, pressure energy, and the potential energy due to elevation. It also says the

the sum will remain constant if there are no losses[42, 44].
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ε =
ρ ·v2

2
︸  ︷︷  ︸

velocityenergy

+ p
︸︷︷︸

pressureenergy

+ ρ ·g·h
︸   ︷︷   ︸

potentialenergy

= constant (2.8)

whereε is the local energy density of the liquid,p is the local pressure,g is the gravitational

acceleration, andh is the local height.

Given Bernoullis theorem, Fig. 2.2 shows how energy is transferred from the motor to liquid by

increasing the kinetic energy in the flow. The volute then transforms the increased speed to an

increased pressure.

Figure 2.2: The light blue area is velocity energy and the dark blue area is pressure energy. The total
energy of the system is represented by the upper edge of the light blue area. Adapted from drawing on
[44]

Liquid flow in pipes can take two forms: laminar flow and turbulent flow. Wether the flow in a

uniform tube is laminar or turbulent can be determined from its Reynolds number (Re)[45]:

Re=
ρ ·v·Dpipe

ηl
=

v·Dpipe

ν
=

4·Q
π ·Dpipe·ν

(2.9)

Wherev= Q

( 1
2D)

2·π
is the average speed of the liquid,ηl is the dynamic viscousity of the liquid,

Dpipe is the inner diameter of the pipe, andν = ηl/ρ is the kinematic viscousity.

If Re< 2000 the flow is steady, i.e. laminar. IfRe> 2500 then the flow is turbulent, i.e. vortexes

are formed[45].
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The task of the pump is to compensate for the pressure losses in the pipes, caused by laminar

and/or turbulent pressure losses.

The laminar loss in pipes (excluding bends and narrowed pipes) is given by[45]:

∆ploss,lam =
128·ν ·ρ ·L

π ·D4 ·Q=
32·ηl ·L

D2
pipe

(2.10)

The turbulent loss is given by[45]:

∆ploss,turb =
λ ·ρ ·L
2·Dpipe

·v2 (2.11)

The friction coefficient (λ ) depends on the roughness of the pipe and the Reynolds number

amongst other parameters. Typical range would be:0.01< λ < 0.04[45].

Finally pressure losses over individual components, like the heater and the radiator, can be cal-

culated by:

∆pcomp= ζ
1
2

ρ ·v2 (2.12)

Where the resistance number (ζ ) depends on the specific component.

Rewriting equation (2.1):

P·η
Q

=
τmotor·ωmotor·η

Q
= ∆ppump (2.13)

So in the simplified case the following is valid for a closed system with a centrifugal pump:

∆ppump = ∆pcomp+∆ploss,turb+∆ploss,lam m
τmotor·ωmotor·η

Q
= ∆pcomp+∆ploss,turb+∆ploss,lam (2.14)

This equation is only valid if the liquid is homogenous, i.e.it is not valid if cavitation occurs in

the pump. Cavitation occurs when vapour bubbles are formed ina region of a liquid where the

pressure of the liquid drops below its vapor pressure point.

For systems where friction loss predominates, reducing pump speed moves the intersection point

on the system curve along a line of constant efficiency (see Fig. 2.3)[46]. However for small
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Figure 2.3: Example of the effect of pump speed change in a system with only friction loss[46]

pumps, the losses internally in the pump can not be neglectedand efficiency becomes a more

complex issue that is beyond the scope of this thesis.

The impeller efficiency is dependent on flow, and decreases with flow. In [47] a peak efficiency of

60% is reported for an optimized impeller at the nominal flow dropping to10% at approximately

10% of nominal flow.

The interdependency of flow and head means that by adjusting the speed it is possible to track

the system curve shown in Fig. 2.3. This means that a variablespeed drive is needed to control

the pump efficiently at reduced output.

2.2 Summary

A pump system, considered in this thesis, is a wet-runner centrifugal pump connected with boiler,

and some load in the shape of pipes and radiators. Some relations between different parameters

relevant for such a system was introduced.
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Part II - Motor Design
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Chapter 3

HSRM model

A variable speed pump drive would typically be controlled bya microcontroller, since energy

efficient pump control would require knowledge of the behaviour of the impeller and the pump

housing, as described in the previous chapter. The focus of this thesis is however not on the

dynamic behaviour of the pump and impeller, but on the hybridswitched reluctance motor drive.

The purpose for the model presented here is thus primarily toenable simulations of the dynamic

behaviour of a hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM), bothfor the motor but also for the fan

load1. This dynamic simulation can then be used to evaluate the control methods, including the

position sensorless control method. This chapter starts bydescribing the HSRM and finishes by

describing the dynamic model of the HSRM.

3.1 The hybrid switched reluctance motor

The hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM) differs from thenormal switched reluctance

motor, mainly because the permanent magnets introduce a magnetic bias field in the motor. The

HSRM model presented here describes how the permanent magnets increase the torque density

of the motor due to the bias field from the permanent magnets.

1The pump is assumed to be a quadratic load as the fan.
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(a) The hybrid switched reluctance motor
proposed in [36]. Notice that the stator
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(b) The torque envelope from [36] which
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Figure 3.1: Drawing and torque profile from HSRM proposed in [36]

A HSRM was previously designed at Aalborg University and presented in [36], as it is shown in

Fig. 3.1. The motor presented in [36] is similar with the HSRM designed and analysed in this

thesis as it is shown in Fig. 3.2. More details of the HSRM shownin Fig. 3.2 will presented later

in the following sections and also in the next chapter. The reference frame for the coordinate

system used for rotor angles are the shown in Fig. 3.2.

The HSRM has six poles on the stator side, two permanent magnetpoles (PM-poles) and four

reluctance poles. The rotor has four poles with a saturable saliency. This ensures that the rotor

is parked by the permanent magnets at a known rotor angle whenthere is no phase current.

The parking position may easily be identified from the motorstorque profile, by identifying

the angles with near zero cogging torque at near flat slopes ofcogging torque. When the two

series connected coils are energized, a flux is generated that opposes the flux from the permanent

magnets and attracts the rotor poles to the reluctance poles. When defluxing the coil, the process

repeats as the permanent magnet poles attract the rotor. In the region where there is negative

combined torque the current should be kept zero, and the positive cogging torque serves as the

motoring torque that pulls the rotor to its original position.

One sequence of operation, also known as a stroke, contains three main steps:
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Figure 3.2: HSRM used as basis for the dynamic model, here with rotor shown at an angle of 0 degrees.
Circles enclosing either dots or crosses indicate the direction the coil current. The two coils are connected
in series. Due to the saliency in the rotor the normal parking position of the rotor is normally at 1-5 de-
grees. Manufacturing sets a lower limit on how thin the cut outs in the laminationscan be. This limitation
means that the saliency is not thin enough to generate a flat top torque whenthe coil is energized. Thick
black arrows indicate magnetization direction of the permanent magnets.

1. The machine is initially parked at a rotor angle slightly offset from the 0 degrees shown

in Fig. 3.2, ideally at the zero cogging torque position. Theoffset is due to designed

asymmetry in the rotor poles and the bias permanent magnet field.

2. The stator coils are energized and due to the reluctance between the four stator “reluc-

tance” poles and the rotor in the position described above, the rotor rotates to minimize

the reluctance. When the reluctance is at a minimum, the rotoris said to be aligned with

stator poles. That would mean a rotor angle close to 45 degrees, where the combined

torque is close to zero.

3. When the rotor is aligned with stator reluctance pole, current is removed from the coils

through a defluxing period. The permanent magnets will then pull the rotor to the first

position, and the process is repeated. The process of flux-removal is also called defluxing.
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3.2 Model of Hybrid Switched Reluctance Motor

An electrical motor is a device that converts electrical energy to mechanical energy as it is shown

in Fig. 3.3, whereWel is electrical energy from the supply,Wcap represents energy in the DC-link

capacitor,Wcu are energy lost due to coil winding resistance, ,WFe represents iron losses,WΨ is

stored in the magnetic flux, ,Wcog is the energy associated with cogging torque, ,Wf ric is for the

frictional energy losses,WJ is energy stored in the rotational mass, andWm represents the energy

supplied to the load.

Figure 3.3: In an electrical motor energy is converted from electrical energy to mechanical energy or
if the motor is used as a generator the mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy. Dissipative
elements are on the top, whereas energy-storage elements are below. See text for an explanation of the
symbols.

The dynamic model should be able to predict the transient behaviour of the non-linear HSRM. It

is particularly interesting to calculate the current waveforms, rotor speed, and rotor angles, since

these parameters can be directly measured in a real system. The DC-link and the inverter are

ignored in the model presented here, so the model only describes the HSRM and a simplified

model of the load.

This model is based on calculating the continuous states of the energy storage elements in the

model: the magnetic flux, the cogging torque and the moment ofinertia. Cogging torque and
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torque generated by magnetic flux from a coil are not easy to separate in magnetically saturated

systems[48, 49, 50], and therefore they are not separated inthe model presented here. To simplify

the calculations the cogging torque is not considered directly as an energy storage element in the

electromagnetical system, but is moved to the mechanical subsystem. The torque production is

then considered as a non-linear function of rotor angle and phase current. The magnetic flux

from the coils and the permanent magnets are added together using the superposition principle,

though it is not strictly correct due to saturation effects.The following sections briefly describe

how key parameters are calculated: flux linkage, phase current, torque, speed and angle. Based

on these calculations the selected state variables (flux linkage, phase current, moment of inertia

and speed) are used to model the HSRM.

3.2.1 Fluxlinkage calculations

The general flux linkage equation is given in (3.1):

u= R· i+ dΨ
dt

⇔

Ψ =
∫

(u−R· i)dt+Ψ0 (3.1)

whereu is the phase voltage applied to the phase,R is the phase resistance,i is the phase current,

Ψ is the phase flux linkage, andΨ0 is the initial flux linkage in the phase. Ψ0 is caused

by the permanent magnets and is angle (θ ) dependent. The field generated by the armature

current is opposing the magnetic field from the permanent magnet. The armature flux and the

permanent magnet flux are conducted by different stator poles and therefore it may assumed

that the permanent magnet field is somewhat independent of the armature current. Substituting

the initial flux linkage (Ψ0) with the angle dependent flux linkage (ΨPM(θ)), but ignoring the

dependence on the phase current. Thus (3.1) can reformulated as (3.2).

Ψ =
∫

(u−R· i)dt+ΨPM(θ) (3.2)

Due to saturation effects, the above superposition is not accurate for all current levels and rotor

angles.
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Figure 3.4: The permanent magnet flux look up table as a function of the rotor angle, for the first prototype
motor presented in the next chapter.

3.2.2 Phase current calculation

For a HSRM, at a fixed rotor position, the amount of flux generated by a certain current is fixed.

Therefore is the phase current uniquely identified by the fluxlinkage (Ψ) and the rotor angle (θ ).

The phase current is found using a lookup table with flux linkage and rotor angle as parameters.

The lookup table is found using a finite element model of the HSRM. The use of the lookup table

can be expressed as a functionfi as it is done in (3.3) wherefi(Ψ,θ) can be seen in Fig. 3.5.

i = fi(Ψ,θ) (3.3)

3.2.3 Energy conversion and torque production in HSRM

The energy transferred to the magnetic system (We) can be described as[51]:

We =Wsupply−Wcu =
∫

(
u· i−R· i2

)
dt =

∫

idΨ(θ , i) (3.4)

WhereWsupply is the energy from the supply andWcu is the copper loss.
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angle. The current level is marked on the contours. The data are from the first prototype motor presented
in the next chapter.

The field energy (Wf ield(Ψ,θ)) is given by[51]:

Wf ield(Ψ,θ) =We(θ , i)−Wem(θ)−Wcog(θ)−Wiron(θ ,dθ/dt, i,di/dt)

=
∫

idΨ(θ , i)−Wem(θ)−Wcog(θ)−Wiron(θ ,dθ/dt, i,di/dt) (3.5)

Wem is the energy delivered to the mechanical subsystem of the machine from the magnetic

subsystem.

Wcog is the energy stored in the magnets. If the load of the magnet is changed, ie. by varying the

air-gap, the stored energy of the magnet would change, whichgives rise to cogging torque

(permanent magnet reluctance torque). The stored energy inthe magnet also depends on

temperature, but in this dynamic model the temperature is fixed to the operating tempera-

ture. This limitation is not critical because of the large time-constant in the thermal system

of the motor.[51]

Wiron represent the iron-losses (eddy current losses, hysteresis losses, and excess losses), which

are dependent on phase current, change in phase current, therotor angle, and the change
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in rotor angle. These parameters are linked to the flux levelsin the HSRM and the changes

in the flux levels in the HSRM. The losses may the be approximated by e.g. the Steinmetz

equation based on results from calculated flux densities in various sections of the HSRM

based on finite element models. The iron loss model would havelimited impact on the

dynamic behaviour of the HSRM model, since other losses are dominant (copper losses

and Coulumb losses in the bearings), so it is omitted from thisHSRM model.

At this stage the iron losses are ignored:

Wf ield(Ψ,θ) =
∫

Ψ

0
i(θ ,χ)dχ −Wem(θ)−Wcog(θ) (3.6)

The co-energy is defined as [52][51][22]:

Wco = i ·Ψ(θ , i)−Wf ield =
∫ i

0
Ψ(θ ,χ))dχ (3.7)

whereχ is a substitute integration variable.

The mechanical equation is given by:

τem− τload− τ f riction = J · dωm

dt
(3.8)

The electromagnetic torque calculation for a hybrid switched reluctance motor is given based on

Fig. 3.6.

The field energy for a specific current level (imax), with a fixed rotor angleθ is given by[5]:

Wf ield = imax·Ψ(θ , imax)−Wco (3.9)

whereWco is the co-energy.

The co-energy is calculated slightly different from a normal switched reluctance motor, since the

integral has to consider the bias introduced by the permanent magnets. To give a valid integral

the flux linkage curve in Fig. 3.6 from point A to point B and also the flux linkage curve from D
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Figure 3.6: Energy conversion work cycle for a single phase HSRM in a single stroke is derived based on
difference in co-energy in aligned and unaligned position.

to C has to be shifted into the firs quadrant. The bias is given asΨbias=Ψ(θu, i = 0) and thus

the co-energy can be calculated as the integral given in (3.10)

Wco(θ) =
∫ imax

0
(Ψ(θ ,χ)+Ψbias(θ))dχ (3.10)

When current builds up the winding, the field energy (Wf ield,u) is found for a constant current

imax at the unaligned rotor angle (θu):

Wf ield,u = imax·Ψ(θu, imax)−
∫ imax

0
(Ψ(θu,χ)+Ψbias(θ))dχ (3.11)

The current is kept constant as the rotor rotates to the aligned rotor positon (θa) and the energy

injected into the magnetic field (Win) is given by[5]:

We = imax·Ψ(θa, imax)− imax·Ψ(θu, imax) (3.12)

Finally the field energy is put into the DC-link capacitor, when the winding is de-fluxed. The

field energy thus stored in the DC-link is given by:

Wf ield,a = imax·Ψ(θa, imax)−
∫ imax

0
(Ψ(θa,χ)+Ψbias(θ))dχ (3.13)

If the losses are ignored then the energy converted from the magnetic field energy to mechanical

work must be given be the energy removed from the magnetic field. The energy that is removed
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from the magnetic field is obtained by adding the energy injected in the field (equations (3.11)

and (3.12), subtracting the energy put back into the DC-link(equation (3.13)):

Wem=Wf ield,u+Win −Wf ield,a =Wco(θa)−Wco(θu) (3.14)

In other words the area (AreaABCD) gives the energy transferred to the mechanical subsystem

during one stroke.

The instantaneous torque is then given by[5]:

τ =
∂Wco

∂θ

∣
∣
∣
∣
i=const

(3.15)

The permanent magnets are placed in the fluxpath to make the unaligned flux linkage negative

when there is no phase current. This increases the output torque production area, but the perma-

nent magnets may also make the aligned flux linkage negative when there is no phase current.

This can be seen in Fig. 3.6, as the point "‘c"’ lowers into the fourth quadrant if the aligned flux

linkage is negative.

The energy calculation in (3.14) and the torque equation in (3.15), while they are important to

illustrate the importance of magnetic bias, are however notpractical for this dynamic simulation

model. Instead the instantaneous torque is extracted from FEM as a look-up table based on phase

current and angle. This means instantaneous torque is expressed as a functionτm as it is done in

(3.16)

τm(θ , i) = fτ(θ , i) (3.16)

3.2.4 Combined model for a HSRM

Combining (3.2), (3.3), and (3.16) with a general mechanicalmodel the simulation equations

can be stated as (3.17).
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Figure 3.7: A plot of the look up table used for finding the torque as a function of the phase current and
rotor angle. The data are from the first prototype motor presented in the next chapter.
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∫
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τm(θ ,i)−B·ω−τl
J

)

∫
(ω)dt











(3.17)

whereΨ is the phase flux linkage,v is applied phase voltage,R is the phase resistance,i is

phase current,Ψpm is the angle (θ ) dependent phase flux linkage from the permanent magnets,

fi is the a lookup function that links the coil flux andθ with i, τm(θ , i) describes the generated

motor torque,B is the Coulomb friction,ω is the mechanical speed,τl is the load torque, and

J is the moment of inertia. Leakage inductance, power converter dynamics and static friction

is not considered in (3.17), but is included in Simulink model presented in appendix C. For

the simulations the pump loads are approximated with a simple approximation of a fan load

as:τl = Bf ric ·ω2[53].
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3.3 Converter for a single phase HSRM

The motor design and the control design may depend on the converter. For example sets con-

verter the limits on how fast the current may be controlled. This section describes briefly the

converter used to control the HSRM, since it did affect the design choices in the controller and

the motor design.

Several converters for a single phase switched reluctance motor can be found in [54, 55, 56, 57,

58]. The standard asymmetrical halfbridge appears to be thesingle most used compromise for

the single phase SRM. That the asymmetrical halfbridge is indeed used for commercial single

phase SRM can be seen in Fairchilds integrated powermodule for vacuum-cleaners. It integrates

high- and low-voltage ICs, IGBTs, fast recovery diodes, and a thermistor. The chip provides

optocoupler-less, single-supply IGBT gate driving capability as well as under-voltage lock-out

and short-circuit protection[59].

For this project another inverter is developed, where the main design criteria is performance and

not cost. The schematic for the converter is shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The key components for inverter used in this project. The overcurrent protection, optical
connection etc. are not shown on this schematic

The inverter uses two Fairchild MOSFET (FCH35N60) for 600V with an on-state resistance of
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less than100mΩ. Their low on state gate charge and low equivalent drain-source capacitance

allows for high frequency switching (in this project the typical switching frequency is50kHz).

Both factors means that the losses in the converter are smaller than if IGBTs were applied as is

the case for the integrated powermodule for SRM, in particular at a50kHz switching frequency.

The reason for the relatively high switching frequency is explained in the motor control part. The

switching frequency also requires sufficiently fast diodesto ensure low recovery losses. For this

purpose 15ETH06 diodes are used, since they have a reverse recovery speed of approximately

15ns. The inverter is connected with a TMS320F2812 DSP running at150MHz through an

optical fibre link, which ensures electrical isolation between inverter and DSP. For a commercial

low cost system isolation has to be removed and high performance components exchanged with

low cost compromises. If the isolation between DSP and inverter is removed, the consumer has

to be sufficiently isolated from all electrical components in the product. The inverter allows

for a motor design with a low inductance, since the current may be shaped very quickly by the

inverter.

A low cost version could be developed that would be in a similar price range as two commercially

available pump motor drives if the required control algorithms are sufficiently simple.

3.4 Summary

This chapter presented the dynamical model of the single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor

(HSRM) as it was used in this project. The model is verified in the chapters regarding control,

since a HSRM can not run without control. Finally the asymmetrical half bridge inverter used in

the project was presented, that enables use of a switching frequency of50kHz without excessive

losses.





Chapter 4

HSRM Design

This chapter describes a few key points regarding the designof the first motor type regarding

efficiency and starting torque. In total was two prototypes designed and manufactured for this

project. The analysis of the hybrid switched reluctance motor will be laid on the first prototype.

The first motor should ensure sufficient starting torque and this is achieved by asymmetrical

shaping some of the stator poles. As it was described in the previous chapter, the permanent

magnets are also important to achieve a good torque density for the motor. This is explored for

different configurations of proposed magnetic flux concentration topologies. Flux concentration

is used since ferrite magnets have good corrosion resistance, but also have low flux density when

compared to high energy density permanent magnets such as sintered Neodymium-Iron-Boron

(NdFeB) magnets.

The chapters starts by an overview of the specifications for this motor design, followed by an ini-

tial estimate of the size of the motor. The proposed motor andthe design procedure is presented

in general terms. The next sections in the chapter describespole shaping, flux concentration

design, and design validation using measurement results for this first prototype . A summary

ends the chapter with some comments and conclusions for the first motor design.

45
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4.1 Magnetic topology design flow

Motor design can be done in many different ways. The task is fundamentally to design a motor

that fits the required specifications. If the motor design is aclassical well understood motor

type, like the induction motor, typically a simplified design procedures are available. One such

simplified design procedure is to adjust a few key parametersof a known motor type and find an

optimum for such a motor design. Such an approach used in e.g.[60],[61],[62], [63], [64], and

[65]. Such an approach requires that the key parameters are well known and well documented

or the design is relatively simple. Similarly if the magnetic topology is simple or well known,

properties of the magnetic topology can be evaluated by describing the magnetic structure in

the form of a network of lumped parameter magnetic components, also known as a magnetic

reluctance network. When the magnetic structures do not havea predefined structure it becomes

cumbersome to use magnetic reluctance networks for anything but preliminary analysis. Here

the task is to make some structural changes to the magnetic topology and therefore the key

parameters are not well known. This requires an approach that allows free definition of magnetic

topologies to be used in this thesis.

The applied design methodology is directly using finite element simulation software in the itera-

tive design process. The finite element software used in thisproject was David Meekers "‘Finite

Element Method Magnetics"’ (FEMM)[66]. Unfortunately FEMMdoes not have facilities for

solid geometry modelling. Solid modelling systems uses symbolic representations of "‘abstract

solids"’ to model physical solids[67]. Specifically, FEMM simulation models are defined as a

collections of curves, lines, nodes, and surfaces, which may not correspond to well-defined solid

objects. Since well defined solids are not guaranteed, such asystem may need human assistance

to supply missing information and resolve inconsistencies[67], and therefore cannot support re-

liable and automatic generation of magnetic structures (magnetic topologies). Solid modelling

tries to ensure that the integrity in the symbolic representation of an abstract solid is maintained

even if a series of 2D-transformations are performed on the abstract solid. A solid modelling tool

was written for this project as a series of Matlab commands, controlling a Delphi program for the

actual solid modelling. FEMM supports scripting in the formof scripts based on Lua scripting
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language. A Matlab script using the solid modelling commands was then used to generate a Lua

script that could be executed in FEMM. The magnetic topologydesign flow is illustrated in Fig.

4.1.

Figure 4.1: The design procedure is an iterative process where a geometry is evaluated and based on the
results the geometry is modified. Using solid modelling, complex geometry can be defined in a Matlab
script. The Matlab script uses a set of commands to generate a Lua-script which in turn generates a FEM
file with the machine geometry. Based on the parameters of the post processing a series of finite element
simulations are performed and the results are gathered in a single file. The single result file may be further
processed to generate the lookup tables needed for a dynamic simulation.

To quickly evaluate the torque production from a design it issufficient to evaluate the torque

for different rotor angles with no current in the windings (cogging torque) and the torque for

different rotor angles with maximum current in the windings(combined torque). Plotting these

torque magnitudes on the same graph forms the limits of the torque envelope. The machine

can only generate torque within this torque envelope, and all other current levels between zero

current and maximum current will generate a torque within those limits. The cogging torque for

a four pole rotor over one period of 90o of mechanical rotation is zero as defined in (4.1)
∫ 90o

0o
(τcogging(θ))dθ = 0 (4.1)

The same applies for the combined torque and thus if the positive cogging torque or combined

torque is increased, the consequence is an increased negative peak torque. The increased peak
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torque also means that the change of torque production versus angle becomes steeper for the

combined torque close to an angle of zero degrees. This has animpact for the control, and this

will be discussed in chapter 6.

The permanent magnet coercivity (Hc) describes which load that the permanent magnets can

sustain before they are permanently demagnetized. To avoiddemagnetization, the state of the

PMs needs to be evaluated. To do so two scripts are written, which respectively extracts the

information from the FEM simulations, and checks for demagnetization in points in the PMs.

4.2 Specifications for first prototype

The goal is to design a prototype single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor with following

specifications:

• The output power is70W at 3000 RPM to 4000 RPM, matching a small centrifugal pump.

A main objective is to have a motor that under ideal conditions can compete regarding

efficiency with three phase permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) and three

phase brushless DC-motors (BLDC) under equally ideal conditions. Since this is linked

with the control design, the efficiency test are described inthe next chapter regarding

control.

• The motor should have starting torque of approximately thesame as the average torque

τ = 0.223Nm.

• The motor should aim at getting a square shape, so simple bobbins may be used .

• Use flux concentration but avoid the segmented stator presented in [36].

• Unlike [5] and [68] only one type rotor lamination should beused to simplify construction.

• Square bobbins are to be used for this design, unlike [5, 68,36]. This will also fit EU-

WEEE recommendations of simplifying reuse[69], which may become mandatory for all

drives.
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4.3 Design of first prototype

These specification acts as guidelines for iterative motor design phase, and [36] is used as a

starting point for this design. The first step is an initial guess of motor size, followed by iterative

design of the magnetic topology evaluated in finite element simulations. See Appendix A for

flux plots of the motor at parked and aligned position at both full current and no current.

4.3.1 Initial motor sizing

For an arbitrary motor with permanent magnets the ratio of the torque (τ) to the volume for

the permanent magnets (Vmagnet) multiplied with fourth root of the rotor diameter (D1/4
rotor) has

approximately a fixed ratio as it was found in [70], with the assumption that the magnets are

of a similar type. The output power has to be approximately70W at 3000 RPM. This gives an

output torque of approximately0.22Nm. As an initial guess of the size it is convenient to use an

existing motor design as initial guess. For this design a brushless DC-motor with ferrite magnets

has an output torque of0.16Nm at 3000 RPM, with a rotor diameter (Drotor) of 46mm and

a permanent magnet volume of11.4µm3 presented in [70]. The outer size limit is guessed to

be 100 mm, and the rotor diameter is thus limited to less than half and here this guess is set at

50mm. If two magnets with a size of 30 mm x 10 mm x 30 mm are used their total volume is

close to20µm3.

Kmotor=
τ

Vmagnet·D1/4
rotor

= 30306 (4.2)

For this motor with C5 magnets, a magnet volume of approximately 0.2µm3, and a 5 cm diam-

eter rotor the torque is approximately given in (4.3)

Kmotor·Vmagnet·D1/4
rotor = τ = 0.28Nm (4.3)

This means that the output power at 3000RPM for an initial design is approximatelyτ ·ω =

88W.
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The output torque may also be estimated based on (4.4)[61] for a totally enclosed DC-motor.

D2
rotor · lstack

VT
= τ (4.4)

where lstack is stack length andVT is a coefficient found based on output power and cooling.

For this motorVT ≈ 0.33mm3/Nm based on the dimensions for the brushless DC-motor. The

output torque is then given in (4.5)

τ =
0.052 ·0.03
0.33·10−3 = 0.2268 (4.5)

This guess implies an output power of71W at 3000 RPM.

So the initial guess for the sizes for the motor is:

Drotor =50mm

lstack =30mm

Dstator =0.1mm

whereDstator is the outside length of the stator.

4.3.2 Proposed hybrid switched reluctance motor

The machine has six poles on the stator side, two permanent magnet poles (PM-poles) and four

reluctance poles. The rotor has four poles with a saturable saliency. This ensures that the rotor

is parked by the permanent magnets at a known rotor angle whenthere is no phase current.

Refer to Fig. 4.2 for details on parking. When the two series connected coils are energized, a

flux is generated that opposes the flux from the permanent magnets and thus attracts the rotor

poles to the reluctance poles. When the coil is defluxed and thephase current becomes zero, the

process repeats as the permanent magnet poles attract the rotor. The motor has a square frame

that allows square bobbins to be inserted before the rotor isinserted, simplifying assembly. To

ensure that the machine only operates in the desired direction, the rotor has to be parked within

certain angles.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed motor, here with rotor shown at an angle of 0 degrees. Circles enclosing either dots
or crosses indicate the direction the coil current. Thick black arrows indicate magnetization direction of
the permanent magnets.
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Pole arcs

The single phase HSRM motor is actually a two phase motor with apseudo phase with the

magnetic flux supplied by the permanent magnets. The rotor and stator pole arcs can thus to

some extend be found as for the switched reluctance motor. Four of the stator poles are not

directly linked with the permanent magnets. These four stator poles and the rotor poles can

initially be designed as for a normal SRM, with the arc angles as seen in Fig. 4.3. The sizing of

the permanent magnet poles is described in [36].

βrs

βru

βr

βs

Figure 4.3: The reluctance stator pole arcs and the rotor pole arcs of the HSRM.

The minimum stator arc (min(βs)) can be found based on the number of rotor poles (Pr = 4)

and the number of stator poles (Ps = 8). It should be mentioned that two of the stator poles are

"missing", since these permanent magnet stator poles would prohibit the simple coil insertion.

The minimum stator arc is found in (4.6) as given in [63].

min(βs) =
2·360
Pr ·Ps

= 22.5◦ (4.6)
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The maximum stator pole arc is given by the rotor pole arc (βr ):

max(βs) =
360
Pr

−βr ≤
360
Ps

= 45◦ (4.7)

Due to the saturated piece of iron over the slot, the rotor will align the unsaturated part of the rotor

with the stator. The arc of the unsaturated part of the rotor (βru) should then be approximately

equal to the stator pole arc (βs). The arc length of the saturated part of the rotor (βrs) is then

given by [71]:

βs ≈ βru ≤ 360
Pr

−βru −βrs (4.8)

An initial guess for the lenght of the stator arc could then be:

βs =
max(βs)+min(βs)

2
≈ 34◦ (4.9)

Assumingβs ≈ βru in (4.8) gives an upper boundary forβrs:

max(βrs)≤
360
Pr

−2·βs = 22◦ (4.10)

Assumingβs ≈ βru in (4.8) gives an lower boundary forβrs:

min(βrs)≥ βs−
360
2·Pr

= 11◦ (4.11)

An initial guess for the length of the saturated pole arc could then be:

βrs =
max(βrs)+min(βrs)

2
≈ 16◦ (4.12)

For single phase reluctance machines, saturating parts of the rotor poles may have extended the

range of angles where the motor can generate positive torque[71]. Like the design presented in

[36] this motor cannot use a stepped airgap for the rotor design as presented in e.g. [30]. The

rotor has to be cast with concrete and a stepped airgap is not asuitable structure for concrete

casting. The first prototype uses holes to achieve saturation of parts of the rotor poles, since a

stepped airgap rotor is not possible due to the increased hydraulic losses a stepped airgap rotor

would cause. The iron above the slot as seen in Fig. 4.4, should be as small as possible, since

a thin piece of iron more easily saturates. But manufacturinglimits the minimum thickness to

0.6 mm and the slot width to 0.5 mm as seen in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The pole slot width and the thickness of iron over the pole slot are key features that determine
the degree of saturation on the rotor tip.
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4.3.3 Improved starting using stator poleshaping

In a pump drive, the rotor may be parked in the same position for a long time. Particles may get

stuck in the airgap between rotor and stator. If the particles are sufficiently stuck, starting torque

may need to be higher than usual[72]. It is assumed that the full average torque (0.223Nm) is

sufficient as starting torque, since a similar BLDC for a centrifugal pump at 50 W at 4000 RPM

has no starting issues. This means that cogging torque must ensure that the rotor is parked in a

position where the combined torque is high enough. Another related design requirement is that

at no point shall both the combined torque and the cogging torque be zero at the same angle.

Figure 4.5: Two of the four reluctance poles are elongated, so the stator poles are no longer axially
symmetric

The saliency in the rotor poles makes the rotor park at an angle of 1-5 degrees depending on the

static friction.

To have enough starting torque is an important issue in the design of a single-phase machine

[73], [74]. The normal way used to increase the starting torque is to optimize the rotor pole-

arc [74]. By changing the rotor pole-arc, the starting torquewill be changed, but at the same

time, the average reluctance torque generated, and the cogging torque available in HSR, is also

affected. Therefore to optimize the starting torque based on the rotor pole design will require

extra considerations on other torque production issues, which will make the design process more

complicated. An easy way to control independently the starting torque is to extend the stator

reluctance pole-arc, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5 for one of the stator reluctance poles. Pole-arc
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extension may only need to be done for two of the stator reluctance poles that are opposite to

each other to balance the radial force. The shape of the stator permanent magnet poles and

the rotor poles is not changed. Therefore, extension of the reluctance pole-arc has little effect

on the cogging torque. For this HSR machine, the stator reluctance pole-arc is increased by 3

degrees (9% increase). This increase affects slightly the average output torque (< 1% change in

the average output torque), and has almost no influence on thecogging torque. But the starting

torque at the unaligned position is increased from less than0.1 Nm to 0.25 Nm for this machine,

which is more than 150% increase, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.8.

When the stator coil is energized at a rotor angle of zero degrees (unaligned position), more

magnetic flux will flow through the rotor as it can be seen in Fig. 4.6. However when the rotor

is aligned with the main reluctance poles, the situation does not change significantly, as it can

also be seen in Fig. 4.6. Since the main flux sources for the cogging torque are the permanent

magnets and the flux from the permanent magnet mainly flows from the permanent magnet stator

poles, the cogging torque is only slightly affected.
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Figure 4.6: The figure shows a finite element simulation of the motor, and thephase current is set at the
maximum current (4A).
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The pole extension increases the combined torque at 0 degrees from less than 0.1Nm to 0.25Nm.

In total this improves the starting torque in the region from-0.5 to 3.5 degrees. The pole elonga-

tion has little impact on cogging torque and output power as may be observed from Fig. 4.7.
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current=4A), with and without the pole elongation. The dashed area is shown in detail in Fig. 4.8
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Figure 4.8: Zoom of Fig. 4.7 in the region near the parking region of 1 to 5 degrees. The starting torque
is improved in the region from -0.5 to 3.5 degrees. The cogging torque with pole elongation is identical to
the cogging torque without pole elongation, and the two curves thus overlap.
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4.3.4 Output torque improvement using flux concentration with ferrite

magnets

A way to evaluate and compare different designs is to compareoutput average torque for different

configurations of permanent magnet flux concentration structures. In the previous chapter it was

stated that the permanent magnet bias flux directly increases the torque production. The task

in this section is to use flux concentration of the permanent magnet flux to improve the output

torque.

Simulation has shown that the peak magnetic flux density in the airgap under the permanent

magnet pole was approximately0.5T in the design presented in [36]. Increasing the flux density

may also saturate parts of the motor and since the flux from thecoil interacts with the flux from

the permanent magnets, the saturation knee-point is also influenced by the flux concentration

arrangement. This influence can be seen in the aligned and unaligned flux linkage graphs, also

presented in this section.

The specifications required a square stator frame, and this puts a limit on the possible permanent

magnet dimensions. A stator designed with four permanent magnets in a configuration similar to

[36] is discussed later in this chapter.Another possibility is to use six permanent magnets, three

per flux concentration.
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Flux concentration with six magnets

Three different permanent magnet arrangements (A,B, and C), shown in Fig. 4.9, are presented

here that concentrates the flux in the air gap under the permanent magnet pole (PM-pole).

Design A Design B Design C

Figure 4.9: Three flux concentrating arrangements of permanent magnets evaluated. The magnetization
direction is like in the previous designs. Pole elongation is also kept for all designs

The minimum and maximum flux linkages and torque profiles for design A, B, and C are shown

in Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11, and Fig. 4.12 respectively. The average torque is calculated by averaging

the maximum of either cogging torque or combined torque at any angle. Based on the average

torque, the theoretical maximum output power is calculatedby multiplying the average torque

by the rated speed, which here is 3000 RPM. The current is assumed to be fixed at 4 A for the

combined torque.

Design A, with FEA simulation results shown on Fig. 4.10, haslower output power than the two

other designs. The lower output torque is partly because design A starts to saturate at low current

levels. The finite element analysis showed that a higher phase current was needed to produce

positive output torque, but the analysis also showed that the magnets would be damaged by the

higher currents. This design (A) uses more PM material than design B and design C.
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(a) flux linkage for unaligned and aligned rotor position. The full line indicates
flux linkage when the rotor is aligned with coil reluctance poles, and the dotted
line indicate flux linkage when the rotor is unaligned with the coil reluctance
poles.
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(b) The torque production from the cogging (phase current=0A, dotted line) and
the combined torque (phase current=4A, full line), for design A

Figure 4.10: Flux linkage and torque profile for the design A from FEA
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Design B is an improvement of design A, but design B is not ableto produce positive torque

for an entire stroke and still saturates at lower current levels than design C. Design B has a

bigger offset between negative and positive flux linkage than design C, but also has a lower knee

point. This explains why design B, despite the bigger offset,has no better torque production

than design C, since saturation lowers the area covered in theenergy production cycle. The

mechanical structure of the flux concentration in design B isalso problematic, since a thin piece

of iron between the magnets has to withstand the normal forceon the permanent magnet pole.

However a thicker piece of iron between the permanent magnets would increase leakage of

permanent magnet flux in the flux concentration.
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(a) flux linkage for unaligned and aligned rotor position. The full line indicates
flux linkage when the rotor is aligned with coil reluctance poles, and the dotted
line indicate flux linkage when the rotor is unaligned with the coil reluctance
poles.
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(b) The torque production from the cogging (phase current=0A, dotted line) and
the combined torque (phase current=4A, full line), for design B

Figure 4.11: Flux linkage and torque profile for design B from FEA
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An improvement to design B, would be to reduce the amount of negative torque, increase the

saturation knee point, and improve the structural strength. To reduce the negative torque and

increase the saturation knee point it is actually better to have lower flux density in the air gap.

The lower flux density in the air gap means that key parts of thestator are not saturated as easily

as before as it is seen in Fig. 4.12. The lower flux density alsodecrease the cogging torque

and thus decreases the negative torque production. This also lowers the positive cogging torque,

but the torque profile shows that design C can theoretically produce positive torque for an entire

stroke. The structural strength is improved in this design since the thin pieces of iron supporting

the PM-pole are shorter and thicker. Design C is implementedin the first prototype as it will

described in the next section.

The peak flux density for design C in the airgap is approximately 0.8T and influences the mag-

nitude of the rotor position dependent flux linkage as discussed in the next section.
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(a) flux linkage for unaligned and aligned rotor position. The full line indicates
flux linkage when the rotor is aligned with coil reluctance poles, and the dotted
line indicate flux linkage when the rotor is unaligned with the coil reluctance
poles.
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(b) The torque production from the cogging (phase current=0A, dotted line) and
the combined torque (phase current=4A, full line), for design C

Figure 4.12: Flux linkage and torque profile for design C from FEA
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Flux concentration with four magnets

The permanent magnet flux is beneficially used in the HSRM to improve the machine perfor-

mance. Therefore it is important to improve the magnetic field generated by the magnets. In

[36], v-shape flux concentration structure was used. In order to reduce the leakage flux at the top

ends of the magnets, it was needed to remove the iron core backabove the magnets as the design

presented in [36]. However, this will result in a weak mechanical stator structure, compared to a

solid stator construction.

Torque density for a HSRM may be increased if the flux linkage isincreased when the rotor poles

are unaligned with the four reluctance poles, without increasing the flux linkage at the aligned

position. To visualize the effectiveness of theπ-shape flux concentration in design C, a v-shape

flux concentration design, similar to [36], was carried out as seen in Fig. 4.13. .

Figure 4.13: A v-shaped flux concentration arrangement for a HSRM

The PM flux linkage vs. rotor position profiles obtained from FEM for the v-shape flux concen-

tration design, and for thisπ-shape design, are shown in Fig. 4.14.

It may be observed from Fig. 4.14 that at around 45◦, the PM flux linkage values generated

by the v-shape flux concentration structure and by the ?-shape flux concentration structure, are

very close to each other. At this position, the rotor poles are under the stator reluctance poles.

The large air gap under the stator permanent magnet pole dominates the reluctance and these
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the PM flux linkage vs. rotor position profiles for the v-shape flux concentra-
tion design vs. theπ-shape flux concentration design

two different flux concentration structures generate almost the same amount of flux linking the

winding. But at the position where two of the rotor poles are aligned with the stator permanent

magnet poles (at 0◦), theπ-shape flux concentration design produces much higher flux linking

the winding than that generated by the v-shape flux concentration design. The peak-to-peak value

of the PM flux linkage generated by the ?-shape flux concentration design is 16.5 % higher than

that generated by the v-shape design. Theπ-shape flux concentration design is more effective in

generation of useful flux components, for improving the cogging torque and the motor efficiency.
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4.4 Implementation of first prototype

Design C with pole elongation is implemented as it can be seenon Fig. 4.18. The prototype

motor can be seen assembled on Fig. 4.19.

4.4.1 Coil implementation

The coils uses square bobbins wound with wires in parallel using a mechanical coil winder. The

more strands, the lower resistance but also higher copper consumption. For practical reasons

three strands of 0.355 mm copper wire was used.
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Figure 4.15: The coils were wound using three wires in parallel giving a resistance of4 Ω. This plot
shows the normalized resistance and weight of the coils for different number of parallel strands.

If the other losses are not considered then an upper boundaryfor the maximum efficiency the

motor can theoretically achieve is set by the copper losses and the relationship between number

of parallel strands can be seen in Fig. 4.16. The current is assumed to be pure square waves

and The maximum efficiency thus will be lower than 85 % for the HSRM at 141W output power

with only copper losses considered.

The coils are finally coated with a polyester-lacquer and baked in an oven to harden the coils.

The baking should reduce the vibrations from the coils and thus may reduce noise from coils.
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Figure 4.16: This plot shows maximum efficiency, ignoring other all sources of loss except copper losses,
for different number of parallel strands.

4.4.2 Estimation of losses

To estimate the losses for the HSRM, four working points are chosen at 3000RPM with a

quadratic torque load with an output power ofPout = (17.5,35,70,141) W.

The bearing losses are assumed to consist two components a static torque of approx. 5 mNm

and a Coulomb friction loss of approx. 9.6 · 10−6 Nm·s/rad. It is assumed that for a certain

unspecified combination of turn and turn off angles, the torque output is linear with current. The

peak flux density in the stator core back is assumed to be linear with current1. The iron losses

are estimated using a simplified estimation of the losses. The motor is dominated by a large

stator back, where most of the iron volume is present. So the iron losses are estimated assuming

that the peak flux density of the iron back is valid for the entire iron volume. Several empiric

formulas exist for predicting iron losses. The one used herewas presented in [75]. The loss

formula is:

PFe = a· f · B̂x+b· f 2 · B̂2+e· f 1.5 · B̂1.5 (4.13)

wherea,b,e,x are specific material coefficients,f is the frequency of the magnetic field, andB̂ is

the peak flux density. The constants used are also from [75] for 0.35 mm steel, with a specific loss

at 50 Hz and 1.5 T of 2.7 W/kg, wherea= 0.0183,b= 0.000077,e= 0.0,x= 1.92. The peak flux

1This is not correct for low currents since the negative flux linkage, caused by the permanent magnets, is
somewhat independent of the phase current.
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density in the stator back is found to be approximatelyB̂= 0.6 T. The iron losses are calculated

for the first five harmonic components of the flux plus the fundamental flux component.

The efficiency of the motor is affected by the nature of losses, since the current and iron losses

are (almost) quadratic with current. At a high load torque, the motor peak efficiency lies at

a lower speed. When the load torque is low, the motor peak efficiency lies at speeds beyond

3000 RPM. This can clearly be seen in the efficiency plots seen in Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: The efficiency as a function of load and speed
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4.4.3 Motor assembly

To further reduce frictional losses, the rotor is filled withconcrete before it is mounted on the

motor shaft. The permanent magnets are glued and inserted into the stator, as shown in Fig. 4.18,

before final assembly in the test frame. The final assembly is then done in a few steps: First the

stator is mounted in the test frame, secondly the coils are inserted in the stator and finally the

rotor is inserted in to the test frame. The assembled motor can be seen in Fig. 4.19.

Figure 4.18: The stator is here shown with magnets glued to the stator before the coils and the rotor is
inserted. The difference between the two stator poles controlled by the coils are visible in particular in
the lower part of the stator.

The test frame allows for easy assembly and disassembly, butdoes not have the structural

strength of a standard motor housing. The motor in its test frame would therefore be more

noisy than a motor mounted in a standard motor housing. A standard motor housing is used for

the second prototype.
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 Concrete 
 filling

Figure 4.19: The prototype motor in its test frame. The rotor is here parkedat an angle of approximately
4 degrees.
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4.5 Measurement Results on The Prototype Motor

Two static measurements are done for the first prototype and presented in this section: flux link-

age measurement and static torque measurement. The measurement of the dynamic performance

of the first prototype is presented in the next part describing how the motor is controlled. The

measurement set-ups used for measuring static torque and flux linkage are described in appendix

D.

The flux linkage measurement result for the prototype is shown on Fig. 4.20. The FEA model is

a 2D model that does not include the end-effects. An approximately constant leakage inductance

is used to model this difference in the motor model. The bias caused by the permanent magnets

are added to the curves in Fig. 4.20, but they are obtained from the FEA model. This means the

flux linkage measurement can not be used to estimate the average torque for a stroke, but this

has to come from the static torque measurement.

The leakage inductance (Lleak) is estimated to be between 20 mH to 33 mH.

A key parameter to consider for this motor is output torque. The output torque is evaluated

with a lower phase current than in the FEA-simulations to leave headroom for variations in the

permanent magnets and still avoid demagnetization. The measured cogging torque, that is with

no phase current,and the measured torque where the current is kept constant at3.5A can be seen

in Fig. 4.21.

The torque measurement on Fig. 4.21 shows good agreement with the predicted torque, though it

seems to be slightly lower than predicted. The torque production is affected by the flux from the

permanent magnets, end effects, and the six magnets may havedifferent levels of magnetization,

potentially causing differences between FEA and measurement.
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Figure 4.20: Measured flux linkage up to 3A for the prototype motor. The current was limited by AC-
source.
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4.6 Discussion

The motor design presented in this chapter is easy to assemble and disassemble. The prototype

was assembled from the pre-made components: the two coils, stator, magnets, glue, shaft with

concrete and iron rotor and bearings. The rotor was not balanced. The coils were wound using

a coil winding machine. For the prototype motor, the coggingtorque and the total combined

torque for various DC currents were measured. By detecting the rotor parking position and from

the cogging torque measured, the static frictional torque may be estimated, which was found

to be less than 0.05 Nm. Knowing the parking position and the measured combined torque, the

starting torque may be estimated, which is larger than 0.2 Nm for a starting current of 3.5 A. This

starting torque will not only be able to overcome the frictional torque in various conditions, but

also will accelerate the motor to a desired minimum speed (e.g. 300 RPM) in a short time, where

a simple, back-EMF based sensorless controller may successfully take over the control. For the

prototype machine, with the high starting torque provided,it is able to accelerate to 350 RPM

within only one stroke.

A comparison of the HSRM with the 3 phase benchmark motor at100W presented in [40], can

be seen in table 4.1. The single phase HSRM uses less active materials than the benchmark

motor, including permanent magnet material despite the fact that the HSRM uses ferrite magnets

and the benchmark motor uses NdFeB magnets.

The design could still be optimized in several ways:

1. More copper, would reduce the resistive losses, but adding copper would also increase the

cost of the motor. So an optimisation could be done in this regard. Here the number of

turns are chosen, so the coils can be square and the rotor can still be inserted afterwards.

2. If motor volume is increased, the losses also drops. Once again the cost would increase.

3. The cogging torque is rather low compared to the combined torque. If the combined torque

is at full magnitude the combined torque would be significantly higher than the cogging

torque giving a larger torque ripple.
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Table 4.1: Machine Comparison

Parameter First prototype HSRM MLBLDCM/4[40]
Output power (Theoretical) 100W 100W

Outer stator length 96.4mm 113mm

Airgap 0.4mm 0.65mm

Rotor radius 24.2mm 30.85mm

Shaft diameter 10mm 18mm

Stack length 30mm 30mm

Silicon iron weight 1.153kg 1.760kg
Permanent magnet weight 95g 112g

Permanent magnet Type Ferrite C5 Bonded NdFeB
Copper weight 185g 319g

4. The torque profile for the combined torque has some predominant peaks not found in the

design presented in [36]. The saturated piece of iron near the rotor slots does not achieve

hard saturation and can not emulate the behaviour of the stepped air gap presented in [71].

The dynamic behaviour of the first prototype is treated in thepart regarding motor control.
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4.7 Conclusion for first prototype

A single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor was designed with a novel stator pole shaping

method and a new arrangement of permanent magnets for flux concentration was presented.

It was shown how stator pole shaping can improve starting torque for a single phase hybrid

switched reluctance motor. It was demonstrated that the configuration of permanent magnets in

different flux concentration arrangements influences the shape and magnitude of the torque. This

first prototype is used for most of the experiments presentedin the next part, with the exception

of the tests in a pump system.

A list of parameters for the first prototype is shown in appendix A.





Chapter 5

Pump motor implementation

This chapter describes a few key points regarding a hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM)

for a small pump motor drive. The second prototype should fit inside a standard pump housing.

The main purpose is to test the sensorless control in a small pump system. The main purpose

is to investigate the the sensorless control of a HSRM in a pumpmotor drive and to propose

an alternative to the stainless steel can used to protect thewindings in normal wet-runner pump

drives.

The chapters starts by an overview of the specifications for this motor design, followed by an

initial estimate of the size of the motor. The proposed motorparts are presented and a proposed

low cost replacement of the winding protection is presented. A summary ends the chapter with

some comments and conclusions.

5.1 Specifications for pump motor prototype

The first prototype showed that an extension of the positive torque region was possible and

copper consumption could be low with simple coils.

The goal is to design a prototype single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor with following

specifications:

79
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• The peak output power is30W at 3000 RPM.

• The motor should have starting torque of approximately thesame as the average torque

τ = 0.1Nm.

• The motor should fit a standard pump housing for an inductionmotor pump. The diameter

is 80mm and the stacklength is25mm.

• The permanent magnets have a fixed size of 6×13××32 mm .

• Unlike [5, 68] only one type rotor lamination should be usedto simplify construction.

5.2 Design of pump motor prototype

The angles of the rotor poles and stator poles are kept the same as for the first prototype, so the

description of these are given in the previous chapter. See Appendix B for flux plots of the motor

at parked and aligned position at both full current and no current.

5.2.1 Initial sizing

The motor is supposed to fit a standard pump housing for an induction motor pump. The diameter

is 80mm and the stacklength is25mm.

The output power has to be approximately30W at 3000 RPM. This gives an output torque of

approximately0.1Nm. For this design a brushless DC-motor with ferrite magnets has an output

torque of0.16Nm at 3000 RPM, with a rotor diameter (Drotor) of 46mm and a permanent mag-

net volume of11.4µm3. For this motor with C8 magnets, a magnet volume of approximately

0.2µm3, and a 5 cm diameter rotor the torque is approximately given in (5.1). The difference

between the strength of C5 and C8 magnets is ignored here in the initial sizing.

Kmotor·Vmagnet·D1/4
rotor = τ = 0.135Nm (5.1)

WhereKmotor was found in 4.3.1.
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This means that the output power at 3000RPM for this motor is approximatelyτ ·ω = 42.5W.
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5.2.2 Proposed motor for second prototype

The proposed second prototype HSRM is shown in Fig. 5.1. The motor differs structurally

slightly from the first prototype in the sense that it uses fewer magnets, has a simpler rotor

structure and the motor fits into a standard pump motor housing.

Figure 5.1: The second prototype with a simplified design compared with the first prototype.

5.2.3 Flux concentration with fewer ferrite magnets

The first prototype used 6 magnets to achieve a flux density of up to 0.8T in the airgap from

the permanent magnets alone. The magnets for the second prototype is of a standard size and

are not specifically made for this motor, unlike the first prototype. The second prototype uses 4

magnets with fixed dimensions: 13×6×32mm. This time the magnet grade was changed from
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C5 to C8 mainly due to availability. The peak flux density is reduced to0.63T, as can also be

observed in the cogging torque as it can be seen in Fig. 5.2.

5.2.4 Simplified rotor design

The previous rotor used a design that was not suitable for punched laminations. A simplified

design was designed with a reluctance path approximately asthe first prototype. The minimum

thickness of sections of laminations cannot be smaller than0.8mm due to manufacturing limits.

Like the previous design, this sets some limits on the shape of the torque envelope. A smooth

airgap is still needed, and thus a stepped airgap can not be used to achieve a flat top torque. [22]

The torque envelope can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The overlap between the cogging torque and

combined torque is improved compared to the first prototype.The torque generated by the

permanent magnets is reduced, but the permanent magnet volume is also less than half of the

first prototype.
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Figure 5.2: The torque envelope for the second prototype. The output torque is less than half of the first
prototype, but so is the rotor volume.

5.2.5 Rubber protection of motor windings against water

The wet runner typically uses a stainless steel can insertedin the airgap to protect the phase

windings. In this prototype, the windings are to be protected in another way to try to reduce the

cost. If the stainless steel can is removed, the stator and the windings are exposed to the hot

water. In the following discussion, unless stated otherwise, water is considered to be just pure

liquid water with no impurities except limited amounts of dissolved oxygen (O2).

Water is a polar molecule, which makes it a good solvent. Heatwill speed up some chemical

processes, including some which involves water. Hot water may degrade conventional winding

insulation like polyester through hydrolysis[76] and shorten the service life of the coil[77]. Since

hot water also has a higher conductivity than cold water[78], it is clearly important to protect
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the phase windings. Partial discharges are a symptom of insulation breakdown, and to retard

corrosion of the phase winding, a coating may be applied on top of the polyester coated windings.

Since the windings in this motor are concentrated windings,which has a simple coils shape,

rubber coating may be applied as an outer armour. The proposed rubber armour is shown in Fig.

5.3.

Figure 5.3: A coil can be coated with a layer of EPDM on the surface of the coil

At least two materials are interesting to consider for the rubber armour: silicone rubber and

Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM). They can be mixed and it is thus possible to mix

the properties of the two materials. Silicone rubber has a higher resistivity than EPDM, but

EPDM has a higher tensile strength[79]. Both materials are suitable candidates for this project,

but EPDM is available in an uncured form that allows for simple coating of the windings.

The following description is by no means exhaustive, since completely describing the EPDM

polymer is outside the scope of this thesis.

EPDM is an artificial rubber introduced in 1950’s[80] and thus has had a significant service life.

It has good resistance against how water, ozone (which is chemically more reactive thanO2).

EPDM is one of the most commonly used industrial rubbers due to its resistance to ageing due

to heat, light, oxygen, and ozone[81]. Furthermore it has the potential to be used in blast/shock

absorbing applications[81]. Most ageing studies focus on EPDM weathering in open air, consid-

ering elongation at break as the primary modus of failure, asseen in [82, 83, 84].
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It is however noted that ageing is retarded if too much water is sprayed on the EPDM during

tests[85]. This may be why [86] reports that EPDM endured long term exposure to 150oC steam.

The long term endurance in hot water conditions can also be observed by the fact that EPDM is

already now used in pumps as seals and structural support forbearings[87]. The main weakness

of EPDM is the poor resistance against solvents like tolueneand aromatic hydrocarbons, but

these compounds should normally not appear in domestic heating systems.

The EPDM chosen for this thesis is called a liquid EPDM, sinceit can be applied on surface

in a liquid form. Before the EPDM is applied, a catalyst is added to the liquid EPDM, that

over time will evaporate and leave a rubber coating on the painted coil surface. The coils are

dipped in the mixed EPDM and left to dry for three weeks. The dried EPDM coat seems to be

evenly distributed with an approximate thickness of0.5mm. This means the dielectric strength

is approximately10kV, sufficient for the test here.

The stator coils are coated in the second prototype and the coated coils can be seen on Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4: The two rubber coated coils.

The EPDM coating have not been tested to see if the manufacturers specifications are valid. The

EPDM rubber coated coils are however used in the second prototype, to evaluate the behaviour

of the position sensorless control method presented in the next part.
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Figure 5.5: The stator and the rotor before assembly.

5.3 Implementation of second prototype

Implementation of the second prototype is primarily done tosee if the HSRM can run position

sensorless in a pump system. There was a small slip between the pump motor housing and

the stator (approximately0.05mm), and this means that the stator can move relative to the

motor housing when subjected to the normal force from the rotor. The final rotor assembly with

impeller and end piece fits into motor housing and pump housing.

5.4 Discussion

The main research question for this thesis is to evaluate thesuitability of a hybrid switched

reluctance motor as a variable speed pump motor. An initial test of the HSRM pump motor is

presented in the chapter regarding position sensorless control.

The static parameters (static torque and flux linkage are notmeasured for this motor), since the

prototype is manufactured and assembled as a pump motor and thus does not fit the test set-up

described in appendix D.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter presented some features of a hybrid switched reluctance motor, that was designed

to fit in an existing pump motor housing, replacing a stainless steel can in the airgap with rubber

protection of the windings. The test results from the position sensorless measurements in a small

scale pump system, will be presented in the next part after introducing the control methods,

including a position sensorless control method.
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Chapter 6

Control methods for HSRM

This chapter describes how the single phase hybrid switchedreluctance motor is controlled.

First general cascaded control is discussed, followed by a description by the current control as

the inner loop of a cascaded control loop. This is followed bya description of the outer loop of

the cascaded control loop, a time variant non linear speed controller, with a short description of

some effects of the time variance.

6.1 Design philosophy for control

Not many companies have realized commercial switched reluctance motor drives[23], but some

have succeeded such as LG[88], Dyson[89] and Shop-Vac[90].One of the main reasons may be

the complexity of the controller that needs to be tailored toeach design, each application, and

possibly each unit[23]. The acceptance of PMBLDC motors in a variety of applications depends

on the simple and low cost controller[91]. This also appliesto the hybrid switched reluctance

motor(HSRM) and this chapter tries to show that the control ofa HSRM is rather simple.

91
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Figure 6.1: Cascaded control structure for HSRM.

6.2 Cascaded control

In a variable speed drive the target is to control the rotational speed of the drive, so it tracks

a speed reference. To control speed, torque has to be controlled through controlling the phase

current. The typical way to implement speed control is to control phase current and thus torque

in an inner current control loop at an update frequency orders of magnitude faster than the outer

speed control loop. The speed control generates a current reference to the inner current control

loop and the inner current control loop is supposed to reach this current level before next update

of the speed controller as it is seen in Fig. 6.1. The target ofthe current control is to achieve a

well defined relationship between reference current and motor torque. That way the control is

similar to the simple control as seen in DC- and BLDC-motors[23,45].

6.2.1 HSRM torque control

The single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM) is basically controlled like a normal

switched reluctance motor using the single phase inverter.The inverter progresses through a

number of discrete states as shown in Fig. 6.2.

I The current flows through the active transistors, energizing (fluxing) the phase
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Figure 6.2: The single phase inverter for the HSRM has a fixed number of states possible. During ap-
proximately half the time, the converter is inactive.

II The current cannot flow through the inactive transistors butflows through the diodes. This

defluxes the phase.

III No current is in the phase and the converter is inactive.

Torque in a switched reluctance motor is produced by pulses of phase current synchronized with

the rotor position[23]. A pulse of the phase current is sometimes also called a stroke. Torque

is controlled by controlling the current shape and timing ofthese phase current pulses. At low

speed the torque can be controlled by chopping[23], at higher speeds torque is controlled by

changing the timing for when to turn on and turn off phase current[23]. Ideally the torque would

be controlled with a simple linear relationship between torque and current. This may not always

be the case for the switched reluctance motor, where the torque may also be influenced by rotor
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speed, and a non-linear relationship exist between torque and current.

The HSRM is parked at a specific rotor angle, and the coils are energized to start the rotation

in one direction. The phase coil is energized by letting the transistors conduct the current. The

current is maintained at a desired current level until the current is turned off (defluxing) at a

specific angle and the moment of inertia and the cogging torque ensures the continued rotation

in the desired positive direction. The defluxing is achievedby turning the transistors off and

letting the diodes conduct until the phase current is zero. These requirements lead to the torque

control state machine shown in Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3: The torque control state machine is shown above. Circles indicate the state of the state ma-
chine, dark arrows indicate state transition with conditions, and light blue arrows indicate that the state
is kept until the state transition condition is fulfilled.The torque control is active only for approximately
half the time, four times per rotation. The turn on angle is approximately0o , and the turn off angle is
approximately42o

The inverter has at least two states: defluxing and energizing. To simplify the description, the

notation in [51] is used, which describe the voltage ( ˜u) as a number between−1 and+1, for fully

defluxing and fully energizing respectively. If PWM is used with the single phase inverter, then

the PWM duty cycle (Dduty∈ [0,1]) approximates an average voltage magnitude. This means an
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average model for the applied voltage may be given as:

2·
(

Dduty−
1
2

)

·UDC−link = ũ·UDC−link (6.1)

The two HSRM in this project has similar torque envelopes thatwas presented previously. To

achieve better efficiency it is important to achieve maximumtorque per ampere phase current

spent. One of the desired design specifications was to achieve an acceptable starting torque.

In a previous chapter 4.5 it was also presented that an elongation of the positive torque region,

would mean that the peak negative torque would also increase. This increase also means that

the change of torque magnitude is rather high at the point where current has to be turned on.

It is therefore desirable to change the current magnitude, rather fast at the turn on point. The

turn off point is not so sensitive. The phase inductance setsa limit on how fast the current can

be changed, and thus sets a limit o. To control the magnitude with a high precision regarding

angles, a suitable current control update frequency is needed. If the the update frequencyfs for

the torque controller is50kHz, and the rotational speed (ω) is 314rads−1 then the resolution

in degrees can be calculated as (6.2).

dθ
dt

= ω ⇔ ∆θ
∆t

≈ ω ⇔ ∆θ · fs ≈ ω ⇔ ∆θ ≈ ω
fs
=

314
50000

· 180
π

≈ 0.36o (6.2)

To limit the number of parts in the final system, it may be desirable to have a digital controller

with a fixed update frequency for both angle and current control. The equation (6.2) showed that

a switching frequency of50kHz is enough to achieve angle control with an accuracy of better

than 0.5 degrees at 3000 RPM. A hysteresis controller could be used, but it may give excessive

current ripple unless the control updates are sufficiently fast. A slow hysteresis controller is not

acceptable in a permanent magnet motor, since current spikes limits how close to the demag-

netization point the current reference can be. The slow hysteresis controller may also generate

undesirable vibrations on the stator, possibly in the audible range. A hysteresis controller op-

erating at a high average switching frequency would lead to increased losses in the inverter,

and would be difficult to implement in a low cost digital controller. To avoid these problems, a

modified proportional controller is used to control the system. The proportional controller has
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a hysteresis band like a hysteresis controller, but within the hysteresis band the controller acts

as a proportional controller. The gain is designed such thatthe output at the boundary between

hysteresis mode and proportional control is the same. The hysteresis band is thus the only pa-

rameter that needs to be determined. The current change is, as said before, limited by the phase

inductance. And the worst case is the minimum inductance at maximum voltage. The boundary

can be determined by (6.3).

u= L · di
dt

≈ L · ∆i
∆t

⇔ u
fs ·L

≈ ∆i (6.3)

whereu is the voltage applied to the inductance,i is the instantaneous phase current,fs is the

control update frequency,∆t is the time between two control updates,L is the minimum phase

inductance, and∆i is the current difference between two current control updates.

Ideally, the update frequency of50kHz, would mean a current ripple of72mA. However the

delay of the current measurement second order filter and the slight delay between current mea-

surement acquisition and PWM output this in this implementation increased to approximately

four times this number, i.e.∆i = 144mA.

The proportional gain should at the boundary between operation as a hysteresis controller and

as a proportional controller give the same result. So if the difference between current reference

(ire f ) and measured phase current (i) is ∆i/2 the output is given as (6.4):

kp · (ire f − i) = kp · (∆i) = 1⇔ kp =
1
∆i

(6.4)

If ∆i is chosen too small, the controller will frequently act mostly as a hysteresis controller. On

the other hand, if∆i is chosen too large, the steady state error will be too large.

ũ=







+1 i ≤ (ire f −∆i)

−1 i ≥ (ire f +∆i)

kp · (ire f − i) otherwise

(6.5)

The measured and simulated phase current are compared on Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 for two

different turn off angles. The simulations shows acceptable agreement with the measured results,
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Figure 6.4: Measured phase current compared with simulated currentfrom a dynamical non-linear model
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Figure 6.5: Measured phase current compared with simulated currentfrom a dynamical non-linear model
of the drive. The simulated control only uses a current control with the same turn on and turn off angles.
The turn off angle is now14 o rather than the usual43 o.

but notice that the inverter is simulated with an average voltage, rather than a simulation of the

inverter PWM. The average model of the inverter speeds up simulation, but also does not model

the current ripple caused by PWM switching.

A design criteria for the motor was to be able to use current control and not angle control also at

4000 RPM. At 4000 RPM the current rises relatively slowly as compared to low speed, but a flat
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Figure 6.6: The motor phase voltages and currents at4000RPM.

top current is maintained as shown in Fig. 6.6.

The current control method is sufficient to control the current with a relatively small overshoot.

This is the current control method also used for the positionsensorless control presented in

the next chapter. The speed controller, presented in the following, uses the current controller

presented in this section as the inner torque control loop
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6.3 Speed control for single phase HSRM

The outer loop of the cascaded loop is the speed controller asit is shwon in Fig. 6.7. The speed

controller would normally be updated at a fixed update frequency. The basic reason for the

proposed controller here, is that the information about thetrue average speed is available four

times per revolution and the average torque can be properly controlled four times per revolution.

In other words the speed controller updates should be synchronized with the rotor speed rather

than have a fixed update frequency.

Figure 6.7: The speed controller is implemented as two parallel controllers that sums up to give a current
reference for the current controller.

The idea of this section is to show that a time variant modification of the discrete integration in a

proportional-integral controller, that approximates thecontinuous integration, performs as good

as or better than a time invariant proportional-integral controller. The real advantage is however

in simpler implementation of the time-variant controller than the time-invariant controller. An

added benefit is also that some of the calculations used for the time variant controller may be

reused in the position sensorless control method presentedin the next chapter. First an introduc-

tion is given to the design of a time invariant speed controller for a hybrid switched reluctance

motor followed a design of a time variant speed controller and this is concluded by a comparison.

6.3.1 Time invariant controller

If the system that is controlled mostly is a first order system, then it is sufficiently controlled by

a proportional and integral controller[92]. The model of the controlled system was described in
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chapter 3 and only the equation regarding the speed is considered in this section. The differential

equation describing the speed from chapter 3 is repeated in (6.6).

dω
dt

=
τm(θ , i)−B·ω − τl

J
(6.6)

whereω is the rotational speed,τm(θ , i) is the torque produced by the motor that is dependent on

the rotor angle (θ ) and instantaneous phase current (i), B is the rolling friction,J is the combined

moment of inertia of the load and rotor, andτl is the torque load. If the load is considered a

disturbance and initially ignored, then the speed may be described by the simple equation (6.7).

dω
dt

=
τm(θ , i)−B·ω

J
(6.7)

The average torque for a single phase HSRM has a non-linear dependency on both speed and

current. The average torque for the first prototype using a dynamic simulation, where the current

reference is kept fixed at a desired value and the speed of the rotor is forced to a given speed is

shown in 6.1. To simplify the discussion, the relationship between torque and current is treated

Table 6.1: Average torque vs. speed and current

τavg(i,n)/Nm n=1000 RPM n=2000 RPM n=3000 RPM n=4000 RPM

i = 1 A 0.065 0.062 0.058 0.053
i = 2 A 0.168 0.156 0.143 0.129
i = 3 A 0.278 0.254 0.230 0.203
i = 4 A 0.333 0.301 0.269 0.234

as linear and speed independent. This is done by choosing a fixed speed of 3000 RPM and using

linear regression to find an approximation in (6.8)

τ(i)≈ 0.072· i−0.005 (6.8)

To avoid the offset in (6.8), the gain is scaled back in (6.9)

τ(i)≈ 0.071· i (6.9)

Active torque control is also not possible for the entire stroke, as described in the section above.

The update frequency of the discrete digital implementation has to be similar to the frequency of
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the strokes. Since the number of strokes varies with the speed, the update frequency of the speed

controller has to be either at the highest frequency of the strokes at high speed, at the lowest

frequency of the strokes at low speed or somewhere in between. Since the torque produced has a

periodic ripple, with a period of four times the rotational frequency, this speed ripple may affect

the input to the speed controller if it is not low pass filtered. If the speed controller updates are

not synchronized with the strokes, the speed controller outputs may change during a stroke. The

changes in the speed controller output during a stroke, may give rise to undesired low frequency

oscillations in the measured rotor speed. So the controllerdesign is a compromise between four

parameters: Update frequency, low pass filter parameters, proportional gain and integral gain.

For the time invariant controller described here the control updates are chosen to occur at a fre-

quency of200Hz to give a good response at 3000 RPM. It also means that there will three

updates of the speed loop during one stroke at a speed of 1000 RPM. To avoid the speed con-

troller to respond to the torque ripple at e.g. 1000 RPM, the speed measurement is lowpass

filtered before it is used in the feedback. The lowpass filter is chosen to have a cut off frequency

of 400 , since this is the lowest useful speed.

The time invariant controller is simulated and the responseis satisfactory as seen on Fig. 6.8, for

a variable speed drive pump. Notice the time it takes for the controller at high speed to remove

the steady state error. The moment of inertia of the rotor andthe fan is set to 500 mg·m2.

If the moment of inertia is reduced to 50 mg·m2 and the controller gains are maintained the rotor

speed may oscillate as seen in Fig. 6.9. The speed is oscillating because the low pass filter does

not completely filter out the speed ripples before they are used by the speed controller.
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Figure 6.8: Simulated time invariant controller with low pass filter on the speed measurement. The
controller toggles between a speed references of3000RPM and1000RPM, and a load disturbance is
introduced at t= 8 s.
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Figure 6.9: Simulated time invariant controller with low pass filter on the speed measurement. The
moment of inertia is reduced to50mg·m2.

6.3.2 Accurate average speed calculation for a high torque ripple motor

If a motor has non uniform torque during a rotation, the speedvariation will be related to the

torque variations. This section describes a simple way to calculate the average rotation speed,
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with no low pass filter.

For the discussion here, the load is assumed zero and the onlylosses are caused by the rolling

friction by the bearings.

As presented in chapter 3, the rotational speedω is governed by (6.10).

dω
dt

=
τm(θ , i)−B·ω − τl

J
(6.10)

whereτm(θ , i) is the angle (θ ) and phase current (i) dependent torque,B is the viscous friction

coefficient,τl is the load torque, andJ is the combined moment of inertia of both the rotor and

the load.

If a linear relationship between current and torque as givenin (6.9) is assumed then (6.10) can be

Laplace transformed. Setting the torque load to zero and Laplace transforming (6.10), simplifies

the speed calculation to (6.11)

sω =
τm(θ , i)−B·ω

J
⇐⇒ ω =

τm(θ , i)
B+s·J (6.11)

The torque production is angle and phase current dependent and the torque production is not

very smooth. It is however periodic, because the torque envelope repeats itself four times per

revolution or once per stroke. A stroke is one cycle of the current control state machine, as it

was described in the previous section, and as it is shown on Fig. 6.10.

Figure 6.10: One stroke or current control cycle starts with energizing the phase winding at time t1. The
stroke ends at time t2, just before energizing the winding the next time.

Seen from the speed controllers point of view the dynamics caused by the time variant speed

updates can be seen as a variable delay, since the speed control updates are synchronized with

the rotor. Where the delay (td ≈ π
2·ω ) is inversely dependent on the speed. Adding this delay to
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equation (6.11) would give equation (6.12)

ω = e(−
π

2·ω s) τm(ω, i)
B+s·J (6.12)

Synchronized updates allow the decoupling of the electrical from the mechanical subsystem

when designing the speed controller. Speed measurements may also use these synchronized

updates to simplify speed calculation.

Using the notation in [93], a sequence of average speed measurementsω̃[k] with a continuously

increasing indexk can be calculated accurately four times per revolution. Assume that the speed

controller updates are sequentially numbered (k), and thus the present update is done at the time

t[k] = t2, and the previous update was done at the timet[k−1] = t1. It is important to notice that

the time betweent[k−1] andt[k] varies as a function of the speed. The measured average speed

can be calculated as:

ω̃[k] =
1

t[k]− t[k−1]
︸            ︷︷            ︸

Averaging term

·
∫ t[k]

t[k−1]
(ω(t))dt

︸              ︷︷              ︸

Distance

(6.13)

whereω(t) is the continuous rotor speed at timet, and distance is the distance the rotor has

travelled in the time interval (t[k] to t[k−1]). If the control is kept synchronized with the rotor,

the speed can be calculated by substituting the integral in (6.13) with a fixed value ofπ/2 radians:

ω̃ [k] =
1

t[k]− t[k−1]
︸            ︷︷            ︸

Averaging term

·π
2

(6.14)

Using (6.14) the average speed for the periodt[k−1] to t[k], can be calculated accurately four

times per revolution. It alse means that the time between twostrokes can be calculated as seen

in (6.15).

∆t = t[k]− t[k−1] =
π

2· ω̃ (6.15)

Unfortunately it also means that for the decoupling and speed measurement methods to be use-

ful, the speed control loop needs to be updated synchronizedwith rotor, that is with a variable

time between control updates. The main problem considered in the next two sections is how to
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emulate the continuous integration in with a time variant discrete approximation in two simple

ways.
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6.3.3 Time variant integration

A simple controller can be made with a proportional controller, but it will have a steady state error

[94]. Adding an integral term would remove the steady state error, but normal approximations of

the continuous time integrator assume a fixed update frequency. The system dynamics changes

when the integrator becomes time variant as the following will describe.

Using the discrete time frame as presented for the speed calculation in equation (6.13), the error

(ε[k]), at the time instance (k), between the speed reference (ωre f ) and the measured speed is

given by:

ε[k] = ωre f [k]− ω̃[k] (6.16)

Classical calculus tell that the continuous integration of agiven function (y =
∫
( f (x))dx) can

be approximated by piecewise summations of numerical integration methods[95]. One such

numerical integration method is the trapezoidal approximation[95]. The time between updates

are then not infinitely accurate, but has a finite resolution depending on the implementation. The

speed controller may in a real implementation be implemented with a time domain resolution

limited by the current controller update frequency. This means that the distance between updates

can be calculated as given in (6.17).

∆t =
π · fs
2· ω̃

1
fs
=

countert
fs

(6.17)

wherecountert is a counter increased by 1 every update of the current controller and reset once

per stroke, e.g. every time at the turn on point.

A trapezoidal iterative numerical integration may then be calculated as (6.18):

int[k] = int[k−1]+
∆t
2
(ε[k−1]+ ε[k])

≈ int[k−1]+
countert

2· fs
(ε[k−1]+ ε[k])

(6.18)

If the continuous integrator is given a fixed gain (ki), then approximation (6.18) can be modified

into (6.19).
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int[k] = int[k−1]+ki ·
countert

2· fs
(ε[k−1]+ ε[k]) (6.19)

where int[k] is the integrator at time instancek. The proportional controller is calculated as

(6.20):

prop[k] = kp · ε[k] = kp · (ωre f [k]− ω̃[k]) = kp ·
(

ωre f [k]−
1

t[k]− t[k−1]
π
2

)

(6.20)

whereprop[k] is the output of the proportional controller andkp is the gain of the proportional

controller. The combined controller response is then givenby equation (6.21)

ire f [k] =







kp · ε[k]+ int[k] if (kp · ε[k]+ int[k])≥ 0

0 if (kp · ε[k]+ int[k])< 0
(6.21)

The description here does not include the saturation and anti-windup handling, but the controller

output has saturation boundaries as does the integrator.

The time variant controller is simulated and the response issatisfactory as seen on Fig. 6.11, for

a variable speed drive pump. The controller removes the steady state error faster than the time

invariant controller.

If the moment of inertia is reduced to 50 mg·m2 and the controller gains are maintained, the rotor

does not show the oscillations previouly shown in Fig. 6.9, but shows the stable behaviour seen

in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.11: Simulated time variant controller. The controller toggles between a speed references of
3000RPM and1000RPM, and a load disturbance is introduced at t= 8 s.
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Figure 6.12: Simulated time variant controller. The moment of inertia is reduced to50mg·m2.

6.3.4 Simplified time variant integration

To simplify the time variant integrator, the continuous integrator is examined again in (6.22).

ki ·
∫ t2

0
εdt = ki ·

∫ t2

0
ωre f −ωdt (6.22)
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wheret2 is the end of a period as seen in Fig. 6.10,ki is the integral gain,ωre f is the speed

reference, andω is the instantaneous rotor speed. The integration in (6.22)can be done in parts

as seen in (6.23):

ki ·
∫ t2

0
εdt = ki ·

∫ t1

0
εdt+ki ·

(∫ t2

t1
ωre fdt−

∫ t2

t1
ωdt

)

(6.23)

Using the fact that
∫ t2
t1

ωdt = π
2 then (6.23) simplifies to:

ki ·
∫ t2

0
ωre f −ωdt = ki ·

∫ t1

0
ωre f −ωdt+ki ·

(∫ t2

t1
ωre fdt− π

2

)

(6.24)

If the update forωre f is considered as changing in steps only updated at the start of the time

intervalt ∈ [t1; t2], then (6.25) gives a simplified expression for integration of the speed reference.

∫ t2

t1
ωre fdt = (t2− t1) ·ωre f(t2) (6.25)

whereωre f(t2) is the speed reference present att2, despite the integrator is calculated for the

entire intervalt ∈ [t1; t2]. Using the notation in (6.18), the discrete integratorint[k] can be calcu-

lated:

int[k] = int[k−1]+ki ·
(

(t[k]− t[k−1]) ·ωre f [k]−
π
2

)

= int[k−1]+ki · ε ′[k]
(6.26)

whereε ′ is the result of the integration
∫ t2
t1

εdt = (t[k]− t[k−1]) ·ωre f [k]− π
2 .

The proportional term can not be transformed with the same approach as used for the integral

term. The proportional term in this formulation becomes time variant unlike the previous term

which had a time variant integrator.

prop′[k] = kp ·
(
ωre f [k]−ω[k]

)

= kp ·
(

ωre f [k]−
1

t[k]− t[k−1]
· π

2

)

= kp ·
1

t[k]− t[k−1]
·
(

(t[k]− t[k−1]) ·ωre f [k]−
π
2

)

=
kp

t[k]− t[k−1]
· ε ′[k]

(6.27)
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whereε ′[k] is the same error term calculated for the integrator, andprop′[k] is the output of this

proportional controller.

To avoid the variable gain in (6.27), it is observed that the output of the proportional controller

can be calculated independently from the output of the integral controller. This independence

can be used to calculate the proportional controller as described in (6.20) rather than (6.27). The

combined controller response is then given by (6.28)

ire f [k] =







prop[k]+ int[k] if (prop[k]+ int[k])≥ 0

0 if (prop[k]+ int[k])< 0
(6.28)

Notice that the calculation in equation (6.24) is not an approximation, but is an exact calculation

of the result of the integration. In a practical implementations several factors will force a devi-

ation from the exact integration, but most important limitations are: the resolutions oft1 andt2,

and the accuracy of
∫ t2
t1

ωdt = π
2 . In the controller implementation presented here the limitation

is the update frequency of the current controller of50kHz.

The magnitude of the error caused by the resolution oft1 andt2 is given by the ratio between

the time for a stroke and the measured time limited by the resolution the time measurement[51].

The time is here limited by the current control update frequency of fs. Since botht1 andt2, may

be affected by the resolution the error in the speed measurement (ωerror) is given by (6.29):

ωerror(ω, fs) = 2·ω ·
ω·pr
2π
fs

(6.29)

where fs is the update frequency of the timers,pr is the number of rotor poles, andω is the

rotor speed. So at 4000 RPM is the speed error 5.33 RPM and at 400 RPM is the speed error

0.0533 RPM, whenfs = 50 kHz andpr = 4.

The simplified time variant controller is simulated and the response is also satisfactory as seen on

Fig. 6.13, for a variable speed drive pump. The simplified time variant controller also removes

the steady state error faster than the time invariant controller.

For this controller the moment of inertia is also reduced to 50 mg·m2 and the controller gains are

maintained. The response can be seen in Fig. 6.14
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Figure 6.13: Simulated simplified time variant controller. The controller toggles between a speed refer-
ences of3000RPM and1000RPM, and a load disturbance is introduced at t= 8 s.

The controller does not handle the load step as was seen for the normal time variant controller in

Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.14: Simulated simplified time variant controller. The moment of inertia is reduced to50mg·m2.
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6.3.5 Speed control measurement results

The three different speed controllers all have equally goodperformance on the physical motor in

simulations, so the most promising candiate is chosen for implementation in the DSP. The time

variant speed controller is set to toggle between two speedsas shown in Fig. 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Measured speed and current of the time variant controller.

The HSRM used a fan as load, so a load disturbance was not readily possible. Instead a load

disturbance was emulated by a reference disturbance as shown in Fig 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Current Reference disturbance added in the control loop.

The response, when reference disturbance was negative, is shown in Fig. 6.17. The controller

recovers from the disturbance, despite the speed ripple. Since the speed ripple is periodic with a
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period of four times the rotor speed and the speed controlleris synchronized to the rotor speed,

the measured speed does not contain the speed ripple.
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Figure 6.17: Measured speed and current with a negative reference disturbance for the time variant
controller.

The response, when reference disturbance was positive, is shown in Fig. 6.18. As for the negative

disturbance, the positive disturbance also is not affectedby the speed ripple.
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Figure 6.18: Measured speed and current with a positive reference disturbance for the time variant con-
troller.
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6.4 Discussion on control methods

The motor design philosophy used in this thesis is that the price of copper and iron will likely

increase, unlike the price of power semiconductors. The price of semiconductors is either likely

to decrease or the performance of power semiconductors is likely to increase without a similar

increase in cost. So for the thesis a switching frequency of50kHz is used, but a switching

frequency of25kHz is probably similarly useful in a practical drive.

The current controller is not optimized regarding energy consumption, since a flat top current

will not achieve maximum torque per ampere control. To achieve maximum torque per ampere

it is necessary to maximize the average torque per stroke fora fixed amount of input energy.

Current shaping needs to be employed since the torque profile is not flat. The current could be

varied to achieve maximum output power versus input power. Care have to be taken to avoid

too large a torque and thus speed ripple at low speed, causingloss of stability. This may be a

particularly severe problem when the machine is running position sensorless. Current shaping is

possible for the first prototype and the second prototype, because their inductance is so low that

the current shape can be controlled for a wide speed range.

The time-variant speed controller is not the only way to achieve speed control. Since this is a low

performance drive, speed control using a classical speed controller with a fixed update frequency

would also perform sufficiently. To minimize the problems for the classical speed controller it

may be necessary to add a low pass filter to the speed measurement to get good steady state

performance. The time-variant controller is simple to implement and since it is synchronized

with the rotor, it fits the sensorless control method presented in the next chapter better than the

time invariant PI-controller.

6.5 Conclusion

A cascaded controller was presented that enables variable speed control of the single phase

hybrid switched reluctance motor. The inner loop consists of a hybrid hysteresis and proportional
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controller. The hybrid controller ensures flat top current with a small current ripple at a fixed

update frequency. The speed controller proposed here is a new time variant speed controller,

that simplifies the implementation of the speed controller.Both control methods are easy to

implement in a practical variable speed drive and assumes limited knowledge of the individual

motor. This chapter showed that the control of the HSRM is verysimple and compared to the

complexity of the calculations needed for vector control for a permanent magnet synchronous

motor (see appendix G for details). The designed control methods are implemented and tested

on the first prototype. Combined control methods presented inthis chapter forms the basis for

the position sensorless control method presented in the next chapter.





Chapter 7

Sensorless control

Like the brushless DC-motor (BLDC) and the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM),

the HSRM needs information about rotor position to be properly controlled. Placing a position

sensor in the motor for pump systems for central heating may complicate manufacturing, since

the air gap in the pump motor is normally flooded with hot water. Removing the position sensor

may also help lowering the cost of low power drives [96]. For BLDC, PMSM, induction motors,

and the normal SRM position sensorless methods are relatively well established and have been

used for some time. Some of the methods for the SRM and BLDC may beadopted for the

HSRM, but care have to be taken since some of these methods assume that the motor has more

than a single phase. For the single phase switched reluctance motor several methods have been

used, and some of these methods are presented below. For the single phase hybrid switched

reluctance motor there seems to be no known methods yet.

A position sensorless method for the single phase HSRM is presented in this chapter, which

is simple to implement. The method does not depend on other parameters than moment of

inertia, and knowledge of starting torque. The chapter starts by describing different position

sensorless methods applied to permanent magnet motors and SRM. Then the proposed position

sensorless method is presented followed by measurement results. The chapter is concluded with

an evaluation of the position sensorless method.

117
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7.1 Sensorless control methods

The position sensorless methods presented in this section are divided into a few categories based

on the overviews presented in [63] and [51]. There is some overlap between the categories for

the methods presented here and common to all methods is that they use the relationship between

rotor position and flux linkage. All the methods try extract asignal, based on flux linkage, that

reveals the rotor position.

Figure 7.1: Overview over some of the sensorless methods for switched reluctance motors based on the
overviews presented in [63, 97, 51]. The method applied in this thesis is highlighted with a thicker line.
In [5] a hall sensor was used.

1.
�

�

�

�Incremental inductance

These methods rely on the direct connection between inductance and rotor position in

machines with a saliency on the rotor[51]. The methods usingthis principle may need

to have good models of self-EMF and ohmic losses, if the inductance is to be reliably

determined[51]. No extra signal is normally injected to detect the rotor position.

2.
�

�

�

�State observer

By feeding a state space model of a motor with the currents and voltages, the state space
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model may estimate the rotor position[51, 63]. A practical example of an back-EMF based

observer for position sensorless control of the permanent magnet synchronous motor can

be found in[98]. A new trend seem to be to use neural networks as state observers. A well

known problem for neural networks is overfitting[99], wherea network is trained to high

performance on specific machine, but does not perform well onanother machine due to

parameter variations. Such problem seems to have occurred for a neural network applied

to sensorless control of a single switch, two phase switchedreluctance motor in [100].

Here the control failed control of the real machine after having been fitted very closely

to the simulation model. The solution was here to use training and fitting on the real

machine. The method delivers impressing results, but the overfitting of the neural network

may be a problem in mass production setting. A method to handle varying parameters is

to use online parameter estimation as in [101], but such a method can not be applied to

neural networks without adding online training as well. Oneof the few sensorless control

methods applied to single phase BLDC motors is presented in [102]. The author also uses

a flux linkage estimation to continuously estimate the rotorposition, but acknowledges

that this method is sensitive to the accuracy of the flux linkage estimation.

3.
�

�

�

�
Active probing

Injecting a small current into either the controlled phase or an unenergized phase, will give

different responses due to the varying incremental inductances[51, 63]. The small current

injected will affect the torque production, but this methoddoes enable a high resolution of

the rotor position. Such active signal injection is used in [103] to detect the initial rotor

position for sensorless direct torque control of a permanent magnet synchronous motor.

See [104, 105, 106, 103] for details on direct torque control. In [107] it is suggested that

the permanent magnet motors are designed with a saliency so signal injection can be used.

4.
�

�

�

�Flux/current methods

The flux linkage is like to incremental inductance rotor position dependent in switched

reluctance motors. Similar to the methods applied for permanent magnet synchronous

motors[104], flux linkage can be calculated by integrating the voltage applied to the phase

after the voltage drops on phase resistance and transistorsis subtracted. Since the current
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is known, look-up tables may then be used to determine the rotor position. The look-up

tables may be formed based on measurement or from finite element simulations. Any

integration is sensitive to drift[108] and also needs to compensate for the increase in phase

resistance due to increased winding temperature.

5.
�

�

�

�
Induced voltage measurement

Cross coupling between phases can be used in polyphase SRM, forposition detection. But

if the cross coupling is small the voltage induced in a non-energized phase may be rather

small. Permanent magnet machines has a back-EMF, generatedby the varying flux linkage

between the motor windings and the permanent magnets on either rotor or stator side. In

a three phase BLDC, one of the phases is not conducting any current and the back-EMF

may directly be observed. Such control of the BLDC is further described under "Discrete

state observer". For a three phase PMSM, the back-EMF can alsobe used for position

sensing, but the back-EMF can not directly be sensed as for the BLDC. The measured

phase currents are compared with calculated phase current based on model that tracks the

expected state of the PMSM. But back-EMF based methods are limited to rotor speeds

where the back-EMF can be reliably detected[109].

6.
�

�

�

�
Open loop

If the dynamic control requirements are low it is possible torun most motors in open loop.

Stepper motors are often in open loop mode with no position sensor. But also for induced

voltage measurement methods, the start up may be performed in open loop. This is only

possible if the load is low in the beginning as is the case if the machine load is a fan or a

centrifugal pump.

7.
�

�

�

�Discrete state observer

The back-EMF method is used extensively in brushless DC-motors as in [110, 111, 112,

113]. Typically only two phase are active at any given time ina three phase brushless DC-

motor. A state machine tracks state of the inverter, and since the BLDC is synchronous,

it also has a discrete tracking of rotor position. If the voltage over the non-conducting

phase is monitored synchronized with the switching in the two active phases, the position

is known at discrete points by watching for zero-crossing ofthe back-EMF. Based on the
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speed, a delay , and the current switching state, the next switching state can be calculated.

The main problem for the BLDC, in sensorless control is during start up, when back-

EMF has a relatively low magnitude[110, 111, 112, 113]. Both [110] and [111] present

different strategies to get full torque during start up. An open loop start up method is used

in [114, 112, 113] . For a detailed overview of an practical implementation of position

sensorless control of a BLDC in an 8-bit microcontroller, [114] seems like a good resource.

One of the few sensorless methods proposed for sensorless control of a single phase motor

that seems practically feasible for mass production is for asingle phase BLDC in [115].

Here the single phase winding is used both to drive the motor and as sensing coil. The

BEMF is monitored when there is no current in the coil. Since the back should cross

zero at this time, the position estimate can be updated once per period. The method is not

sensitive to variations in flux or phase resistance. Like allback-EMF based methods, care

has to be taken at low speed. At low speed the current can only be in the phase for a short

time to allow for a clear detection of the back-EMF. This means at low speed the motor

can not give full torque. Since this BLDC is for a small fan, this does not seem a serious

issue.

8.
�

�

�

�Other methods

This category includes methods based on eddy currents[51],the current gradient method

proposed in [116], and sensing coils. The most interesting method is the current gradient

method. The detection method uses the change of the derivative of the phase current to

detect the position where a rotor pole and stator pole start to overlap, giving one position

update per energy conversion[116].
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Figure 7.2: The sensor circuit is a simple difference coupling of an operational amplifier. Another option
would be to directly couple the resistive dividers to the DSP or to use a single supply operational amplifier.
The differential amplifier using dual and single supply are however morerobust towards variations in the
DC-link voltage.

7.2 Proposed sensorless method

Since there are permanent magnets present in the stator and the flux linking the permanent mag-

nets with coils is changing with the rotor position, a back electromotive force (back-EMF) is

induced in the motor phase. When no current is in the coil, the BEMF, can directly be observed.

It can be observed that the changes in flux linkage as a function of the angle is zero at angles

close to 0 andπ/4 radians. The induced back-EMF will thus at these places become 0. So, when

there is no current in the phase, the rotor position may directly be sensed. The BEMF is sensed

by measuring the differential voltage across the phase impedance as it is seen on Fig. 7.2.

The BEMF-measurement is thus independent from a varying DC-link voltage, which will occur

when using a rectified AC-source. It is important note that thediodes in the inverter, does not

immediately stop conducting when the machine is defluxing, but may be rather slow in shutting

down. To avoid measuring this diode voltage drop, a little extra time is needed after current is

sensed to be zero, before motor BEMF can reliably be sensed.

The BEMF can be measured even at relatively low speed, as it is shown in Fig. 7.3. The BEMF

is measured with machine being spun manually at approximately 640 RPM.
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Figure 7.3: The BEMF is here related to the angle measured with an 8000 point encoder. The encoder
signal goes high at -3 degrees mechanical and goes low at 42 degrees mechanical, for a span of 45
degrees. These point illustrates ideal turn on and turn off at low speed (less than 4000 RPM).

The purpose of this sensorless control is get sufficient information about the rotor position so

the single phase HSRM can be properly controlled. The sensorless control method do not need

to supply a continuous estimation of the rotor angle, because the machine is operated in strokes.

Since the machine is controlled in strokes, the most critical pieces of information are: When

phase current should be turned on and off. The method proposed here will supply both the

current turn on time, the current turn off time, and also detect if the rotor has stalled.

When the machine is operated it can be considered progressingthrough some discrete states as

it can be seen in Fig. 7.4 and decribed below:

State A - Current control: The current controller tries to achieve a flat current with a level

determined by the speed controller. The two transistors areoperating in PWM.

State B - Defluxing: The machine is defluxing the stored magnetic energy through the diodes

to the DC-link capacitor.
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Figure 7.4: The inverter and thus the motor goes through a series of states. First the inverter is energizing
(or fluxing) the phase winding, followed by a defluxing state, and before thenext stroke the inverter is in
a non-conducting state. The sensorless control states are marked with aletter described in the text.

State C - Ensure stand off: When the current reaches zero, the diodes will stop conducting and

the back-EMF can be directly sensed. The main limitation is set by the limits to operational

amplifiers common mode rejection for high frequency common mode signals, here in the

order of 10−100 kHz for the used LM741 operational amplifier. A delay is also induced

by inverter parasitics, since the diodes does not immediately block, but shuts down after

10− 30µs. The signal is further delayed by the optical isolation and extra filters before

the signal reaches the DSP. The DSP can also not reliable detect when the current is truly
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zero, because of noise in the measurement. The more noisy thecurrent measurement is,

the sooner this would occur. The longer the stand off period is chosen to be, the more

stable the controller will be. The extra stability comes from the fact that turn on should

never occur too close to turn off. The downside of a long standoff period, is that it directly

limits the maximum speed achievable in position sensorlessoperation. The maximum

stand off time should be less than one quarter of a full stroke. Since three states occur after

the stand off period they also have to be considered, so the stand off is determined as given

in equation (7.1)

counterstando f f<
1
4
· fs
(ωmax

2π
) −3 m

counterstando f f<
π
2
· fs

ωmax
−3 (7.1)

whereωmax is the maximum speed in radians per second.

State D - Negative EMF: If the measure back-EMF is negative, the motor is in the expected

state. This is used to detect if the rotor has stalled.

State E - Check zero crossing:When the back-EMF crosses zero, then the time since last zero

crossing is found. If it is assumed that the back-EMF has a zero crossing at zero degrees,

linearly increasing to positive peak value (Ûback−em f) at an angle of 40◦ mechanical, The

turn on angle error (θerror) may be approximated based the magnitude of the noise floor

for the back-EMF measurement (Ûnoise) as seen in (7.2).

θerror ≤
ωnominal

ω
· 40◦

Ûback−EMF
·Ûnoise f loor (7.2)

whereωnominal is the nominal speed, at which the peak back EMF isÛback−em f. The equa-

tion basically states that the back-EMF has to be so large, that the back-EMf can be seper-

ated from the measurement noise. For the first prototype, at the lowest speed(400 RPM),

the position error calculated to be less than 3◦. If the turn on angle happens 3◦ too soon

then the average torque drops to 78% of the nominal torque forthe stroke. If the turn on

angle is 3◦ too late, the average torque drops to 81% of the nominal torque for the stroke.
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Figure 7.5: The torque control state machine has to handle current control and BEMF sensing. The BEMf
cannot be sensed when there is current in the phase, and thus current control and BEMF sensing cannot
performed at the same time. After a stall procedure has been performed,the torque control state machine
is set to handle current control with a fixed value for the counter. The counter is decreased every time the
current control is updated. The counter is updated continuously basedon the time between zero crossings.

The net torque is still positive and the position sensorlesscontrol can still recover from

this.

State F - Calc. on period: Now the time to have current in the winding can be found. The next

state is now : state A - Current control. To minimize the the lagbetween the speed is

measured and it is used to control the motor, the calculationof the duration of the current

control is done in parallel with the current control.

Since the machine progresses through a sequence of discretestates, it is obvious to the track the

rotor behaviour with a state machine. For a description of statemachines, see [117]. Based on

Fig. 7.4 a sensorless statemachine can be designed as it is shown in Fig. 7.5. The statemachine

shown in Fig. 7.5 can then be implemented as it is described inappendix F.
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7.2.1 Sensor calibration

Start up consists of calibrating sensors to compensate for drift and to determine what is the level

of noise and what value has a zero BEMF. Measurement of noise level is needed since it is

important to distinguish positive and negative BEMF from measurement noise. The calibration

enables lower sensorless speeds, but also means that the lowest possible speed depends on the

current noise level.

7.2.2 Turn on point

Turn on should happen slightly before back-EMF crosses zero. The motor is designed with a

relatively low inductance, so turn on angle is not advanced for speeds up to at least 4000 RPM.

7.2.3 Turn off point estimation

Note that it is only needed to have current in the phase approx. 50% of the time of the full

stroke. Since the position may be sensed, speed can be inferred based on the time between zero

crossings of the BEMF. The estimated speed is thus given byω̃ = π/2
∆t at every turn on instance.

The duration of a stroke, the turn off time is calculated by the following:

counteron = 0.4·counterZero crossing; (7.3)

7.2.4 Stall

The first stroke has a predetermined turn off point estimation, that is the same to say that

counteron is set at a fixed value. For a fan load the starting torque is approximately zero, and the

speed change is primarily limited by the moment of inertia. So the time it takes to accelerate the

machine to a given minimum can be approximated by (7.4).
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dω
dt

≈ τ −0
J

⇔ ∆ω
∆t

≈ τ
J
⇔ ∆ω ·J

τ
≈ ∆t (7.4)

where∆ω is the change of speed from

Based on (7.4) the value ofcounteron can be found as given in (7.5).

counteron =
∆t
2
· fs ≈

∆ω ·J · fs
2· τ ≈ ωmin ·J · fs

2· τ (7.5)

whereωmin is the minimum speed for which the back-EMF can be reliably detected (see (7.2))

andτ is the average torque at full current at zero speed (see (6.9)at page 100). The steady state

torque calculated from the finite element analysis or the measurements will suffice.

If the cogging torque is lower than load torque during the first stroke, the speed will decrease and

the machine can not be run sensorless. Since this motor is to be used for pump drives this is not

normally an issue, except in conditions where particles arestuck between the rotor and stator.

The error handling will detect the stall and try to perform a restart. This process may release the

stuck particles, otherwise the process is repeated.

The sensorless method assumes that the HSRM after the first stroke has reached a speed, where

the back-EMf can reliably be detected. To ensure this the time between retries has to be set

sufficiently high to ensure that the rotor is at stand still before the first stroke.

7.2.5 Error Handling

Fault detection is required for a motor drive operating outside a controlled experimental set up.

Some general fault detection and identification algorithmsfor motors presented in [118][119] are

for induction motors and BLDC respectively. The methods presented in [119] assume sinusoidal

currents for detection and thus not useful here. Some of these problems are overcome in [118],

but it does however require on-line adjustment of some key parameters to avoid detecting non-

existing errors. In [72] focuses on six errors occurring a centrifugal pump:

1. Inter-turn short circuit in the stator.
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2. Clogging inside the pump.

3. Increased friction due to either rub impact or bearing faults.

4. Increased leakage flow in the impeller of the pump.

5. Performance degradation due to cavitation.

6. 6. Dry running.

A complete fault detection algorithm is outside the scope ofthis thesis, and only clogging inside

the pump is handled here.

The detection is rather straight forward: Since the BEMF generated generates both a positive

and a negative voltage, they are used to detect if the motor istruly running. If there is no

negative BEMF within a the maximum time for two strokes at the lowest speed, the machine has

stalled. The detection of the magnitude of the BEMF is only possible if the differential voltage

is measured. An analog zero-crossing detection using a comparator would not give information

regarding the magnitude and sign of the BEMF.
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7.2.6 Simulation Results

The steady state performance of the position sensorless controller is very much similar to the

operation of the controller using a position sensor as it canbe seen in Fig. 7.6. The time variant

speed controller from last chapter is used as speed controller for both the simulations presented

here and it is also used for the experimental results presented later.
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Figure 7.6: Position sensorless controller toggling between two speed references.
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The start up is not entirely like it would be in the actual implementation, since embedded M-

scripts in the simulations are not initialized in the same way as the actual implementation. This

is not a serious complication, because the position sensorless controller constantly resynchro-

nizes with the rotor. The simulated position sensorless start is shown in Fig. 7.7. Prior to the

initialization of the speed controller the current reference is at 1.5 A as it can be seen Fig. 7.7

at (1). The initial active part of the stroke is calculated asin (7.5). When the active part of

the stroke ends at (2), the state machine progresses throughthe states that ensures that the state

machine is synchronized with the rotor. The active part of the second stroke is estimated based

on the difference in time between the initialization of the state machine and the back-EMF zero

crossing. Because of the way the state machine and the speed controller are implemented in

the simulation, the estimated speed for the first stroke is tohigh and the estimate for the second

stroke becomes to short. The state machine avoids an improper resynchronization at the wrong

zero crossing, because it does not look for back-EMF zero crossing, before it has found the

negative back-EMF at (4). The state machine is finally resynchronized with rotor at (5).
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Figure 7.7: Position sensorless controller start up with the internal states ofthe position sensorless state
machine.
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7.3 Experimental results of position sensorless control

The proposed position sensorless control method is supposed to be dependent only on few motor

parameters: average torque for the first stroke, moment of inertia for the motor and the load,

maximum phase current. The motor torque load has to be low at low speeds, but can increase

at higher speeds. To test this the position sensorless method is first used together with the first

prototype, secondly it is briefly tested with the HSRM pump motor.

7.3.1 Experimental results of position sensorless control of the first

HSRM prototype

The results from implementation of the proposed sensorlessmethod is shown in this section.

The experimental control system is implemented using a TI TMS320F2812 micro controller for

all drive control. The current is sampled through a second order low pass filter, removing the

demand for switching synchronized sampling. The inverter uses two Fairchild FCH47N60_F133

MOSFET and two International Rectifier 15ETH06FP diodes for the test. The back-EMF is

measured optically isolated from the micro controller using a HCPL-7800. This type isolation

requires that the analog signal has to be scaled to±200 mV prior to optical transmission and

after the optical transmission it is amplified before used with the micro controller.

Sensorless start up performance

A critical part of a position sensorless control is how the start up is handled. The position

sensorless controller presented here is using a feature of HSRM in the start up: the magnitude of

the back-EMF can be sensed after the initial stroke, since the HSRM can deliver enough torque

during the first stroke for the rotor reach a sufficient speed.

The start up shows how the position sensorless control recovers from the error introduced by

the first stroke in the speed calculation. The implied assumption that the speed does not change
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Figure 7.8: Startup is initiated and the machine spins up under position sensorless control.

much between strokes is used to calculate the time between current turn on and current turn off.

This assumption is wrong after the first stroke and the next stroke will thus be affected. The rotor

is resynchronized at the next zero crossing and eventually the controller is synchronized at given

rotor speed.

In Fig. 7.8 it can be seen that the position sensorless controller does not estimate the correct

duration for the active part of the stroke.

Since the assumption for the turn off time calculation is that the speed does not change too much,

the start up will show the turn off time is not calculated correctly.But a miscalculated turn off

time normally means that the speed does not increase as much as it could have, but this means

that the following stroke is calculated more accurately.

Resynchronization is important, since most of the torque production occurs at the start of stroke.

To achieve resynchronization the back-EMF is monitored as described before. The estimated

rotor speed is too low after the first stroke and the active part of the second stroke is thus too

long as seen in Fig. 7.9. The active part of third stroke is however too short and the speed does

not increase significantly. As the speed increases the estimation of the speed also becomes more
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accurate when the speed does not change between strokes.
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Figure 7.9: A more detailed look at the startup.

The difference between simulation and measurement in behaviour in start up is primarily caused

by differences in the implementation of the initializationof the controllers in the simulation and

in the micro controller. The resynchronization does however behave as expected and ensures a

reliable start up despite these differences.
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Figure 7.10: This plot shows steady state performance of the sensorlesscontrol, displaying the phase
current, and phase voltage both related to the angle measured with an 8000point encoder.

Performance after start up

The steady state performance of the position sensorless control can be seen in Fig. 7.10. To

verify the position estimation, an output pin on the microcontroller was set to toggle high and

low based directly on an encoder signal. The error between the sensor based estimation of the

turn on angle and the position sensorless estimation is lessthan 1◦ mechanical.

The accuracy of the position sensorless controller at lowerspeeds will be lower than the accuracy

at higher speeds, since the back EMF of the HSRM has a lower magnitude than it will have at

higher speeds. The accuracy is still less than 3◦ mechanical at 1000 RPM as can be seen in Fig.

7.11.

The speed controller is set to toggle between 3000 RPM and 1000RPM, and the response can

be seen in Fig. 7.12.

When the defluxing current through the diodes has ceased, there is a small delay prior to the
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Figure 7.11: Performance of position sensorless controller at1000RPM.
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Figure 7.12: The motor is toggled between two speeds and the currents andspeeds are recorded. The
speed is measured using the position sensor and calculated in the micro controller and output through a
low-pass filter PWM output.

voltage drop across the diodes does not affect the differential measurement. This is handled in

the micro controller by waiting a fixed amount of time after the current is measured to be zero,

before monitoring the BEMF. The shut-down delay can be seen ina closer look of the differential
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Figure 7.13: The phase voltage measured with a differential probe, shows that the diodes influences the
phase voltage after the current has dropped to zero.

Table 7.1: Efficiency versus load.

Output System eff. Inverter eff. Motor eff. Copper loss/motor input

72.5 W 72 % 94 % 77 % 15 %

47.8 W 57 % 89 % 64 % 16 %

31.3 W 48 % 89 % 54 % 19 %

18.4 W 47 % 81 % 59 % 21 %

voltage and phase currents shown in Fig. 7.13.

The efficiency at different power levels is presented in table 7.1. The input power to the inverter

and the output power of the inverter is measured using an Omicron D6100 power analyzer. The

system efficiency is defined as the output power of the motor onthe shaft versus the input DC-

power. System efficiency also includes the mechanical losses of the motor and the losses in the

inverter. This means that the peak efficiency of the motor alone is 77 % at 72.5 W output power,

including bearing losses and iron losses.
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The results are treated in the discussion later in this chapter.
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7.3.2 Sensorless control of HSRM in a pump system

The second motor design presented in chapter 5 is put into a pump system as it is shown in Fig.

7.14. It was not possible to ensure that the motor did leak water during the experiments, and the

motor was tested with over current protected DC-supplies which reduced the voltage available

for drive testing. No encoder is connected to the shaft and the error in the rotor position can thus

not be measured.
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Figure 7.14: The pump test set-up used for testing the HSRM in a pump system

The sensorless control software in the micro controller is modified to handle the smaller moment

of inertia and smaller torque as described in equation (7.5). The start up phase current and phase

voltage is recorded as it is shown in Fig. 7.15. The HSRM startsreliably, even if the HSRM pump
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motor has been disassembled, though after stiction is a bigger problem for the pump HSRM. The

position sensorless controller retries are automaticallyhandled by the sensorless controllers state

machine.
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Figure 7.15: The measured current and phase voltages of the HSRM atstart-up in a pump system.

.

The start up seen in Fig. 7.15, shows that the controller has to try several times before the rotor

starts. Notice that the the magnitude of the back-EMF is increased after the third retry. Since

back-EMF magnitude is linearly dependent on speed, it seemsthat the rotor is initially stuck

but later released by the multiple tries. This is the expected behaviour in a pump drive, where

impurities may get stuck in the bearings and in the air gap.

If the rotor speed is sufficiently low (approximately 1000 RPM), the variations in impeller speed

can directly be seen in the pressure measurement. At higher speeds this (more than 1200 RPM),

this phenomenon is not so obvious in the pressure measurements as can be seen in Fig. 7.17

done at approximately 1600 RPM.
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Figure 7.16: The phase current, phase voltage and pressure measurements at approximately1000RPM.

The actual level of torque produced by the motor can not be reliably be measured with this

measurement set-up, since the only flow can be measured correctly. The differential pressure

of the pump is not measured only the absolute pressure at a point after the pump and after a

turbulent pipe-joint.
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Figure 7.17: The pressure, phase current and phase voltage measured at approximately1600RPM.
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7.4 Discussion

The position sensorless control tests still leaves some challenges regarding the main research

question : "‘Is the hybrid switched reluctance motor suitable as a low cost, low power pump

motor?"’. Some of the remaining challenges are:

• The minimum speed for which the speed can be sensed is limited in this set-up since the

measured back-EMF is optically isolated from the DSP by a HCPL7840 optical ampli-

fier(see appendix E for details). The measured differentialvoltage has to be scaled down

to+/−200mV for the optical amplifier and then scaled back for use in the DSP. Removal

of the isolation may reduce the magnitude of the noise floor, but the micro controller is

then no longer electrically isolated from the power circuits. When the second prototype,

the cable length from the inverter to the motor was in excess of 2m, further limiting the

minimum speed for the tests. The long cables may thus also be acause the retries seen in

the sensorless start up of the pump HSRM.

• Reverse rotation was not detected during tests, but reverserotation should be handled by

the sensorless control method. A good time to detect reverserotation, may be immediately

after reaching nominal speed after start-up. If the rotor isrotating opposite the desired

direction, the back-EMF shape and zero crossings points mayreveal the true direction of

the rotor.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented a sensorless method that uses the special features of a hybrid switched

reluctance motor that makes the drive especially suited forposition sensor less control. The

method is suitable for mass produced low cost single direction hybrid switched reluctance motor

drives. The method and the motor has the following importantfeatures:
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1. The motor is designed to provide good start up, by ensuringa wide range of angles, where

the motor can be properly started.

2. The permanent magnets in the stator provides a clear signal that can be used for sensing

the position, but special care has to be taken to measure the back-EMF properly.

3. The sensorless method does not make detailed and specific assumptions regarding the

inverter, the conditions of the magnets, the phase resistance or any varying parameter but

only relies on two facts: the load is dissipating energy and the moment of inertia is within

a certain range.

4. The position sensorless method only uses one multiplication for the current control, but

the sensorless control is handled by additions, shifts and comparisons only. This means

that the controller may be implemented also in low cost controllers.

The experimental results shows the possibility of the proposed sensorless control method for

fan and pump applications. No parameters needs to be retunedto fit the specific parameters

for a given machine in a series produced motor, and the proposed method can thus be used

in mass production. This parameter independence was testedhere by using the same control

implementation for two different motors with different magnetic topology and power range.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The research in thesis is regarding the design and control ofa single phase hybrid switched

reluctance motor intended for a pump drive. The main point isto design a single phase hybrid

switched reluctance motor that tries to match high efficiency motors regarding efficiency at a

lower cost.

To achieve lower cost several aspects are considered: reduction in sensor requirements by devel-

oping a position sensorless control, a lower cost alternative to protect the windings of the motor

from water, a motor design that can use simple coils for the windings, uses less copper than an

existing induction motor drive, and a motor design that has full torque during start up also when

running position sensorless.

8.1 Summary of thesis

The introduction described some requirements for a low power, low volume, low cost pump

motor drive.

An introduction of the hybrid switched reluctance motor is presented beginning with an historical

overview of the development of these motors. It is argued that NdFeB magnets will continue to

increase in price for the foreseeable future and ferrite magnets are an interesting alternative

147
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because of these cost issues.

The question to be answered for the first design was to see, if the hybrid switched reluctance

motor could achieve a level of efficiency comparable with thepermanent magnet synchronous

motor. The peak efficiency of the HSRM is on the same level as previously reported for BLDC

and PMSM in the same power range. The first design also introduces pole shaping on the stator

to improve starting torque. The designed HSRM introduces a special flux concentrating arrange-

ment of the permanent magnets, that increase the flux densityin the airgap without the need

for segmented stator laminations. Different flux concentrating arrangements are compared and

evaluated. It is described how a too high flux concentration actually may be detrimental to the

torque production. The motor uses square bobbins for the coils and has coil insertion slots to

simplify the motor manufacture and possibly may simplify recycling. The HSRM was shown to

achieve70W output power at 79.5% efficiency.

The second motor design tries to reduce the number of permanent magnets needed and fit into

a conventional pump housing. Still the motor maintains the coil insertion slots used on the first

prototype. The pole shaping is further developed and the positive torque production region of

the permanent magnets is extended. Demagnetization for theflux concentration is discussed and

considerations regarding the consequences of over currentis presented. A protection method for

the windings is presented that may reduce cost and losses in apump drive where the airgap is

flooded.

The control chapters describes how the cascaded variable speed drive control is implemented.

This includes some considerations regarding how the time variant non linear speed controller

can be used as a speed controller.

Since the motor is supposed to be a low cost alternative to a BLDC, then besides manufacturing

costs, also component count has to be reduced. A hall effect sensor could have been placed

in the motor for position information, but a simple voltage measurement is shown to achieve a

similar result. The permanent magnets induce a back electromotoric force (BEMF) in the phase

winding that can directly be monitored. The method presented in this chapter is insensitive

to variations in DC-link voltage, phase resistance, temperature, variations in inductance, and
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the parameters of the inverter. The sensorless method requires only simple operations . It is

described how the sensorless control is implemented based on Back-EMF sensing, including

how speed is estimated, how to recover from some possible failures of the sensorless method,

and a simple start up method. The description includes a description of the implementation and

the test results for the position sensorless method.

8.2 Main Contributions

This section describes contributions presented for this thesis, that are believed to be novel.

• A new stator pole shape improves starting, by allowing for awider range of parking angles

even with a higher static friction.

• A new permanent magnet flux concentration configuration, that increases the flux density

in the airgap from ferrite permanent magnets which increasethe torque density of the mo-

tor. The prices for NdFeB dropped since the turn of the millennium, but prices for the

raw materials neodymium and dysprosium has increased significantly[15] and will most

likely continue to do so. This makes ferrite magnets an interesting alternative to NdFeB.

The proposed configuration achieves an airgap flux density using ferrite magnets that is

comparable to what can be achieved using bonded Neodymium iron boron magnets (with-

out flux concentration). The flux concentration proposed does not require the segmented

stator presented in [36], and thus lowers manufacturing costs.

• The motor achieves a peak efficiency of79.5% at 70W output power (including iron

losses, copper losses and bearing losses).

• A second motor was developed that fits a conventional pump housing, but still has rela-

tively simple and low cost coils. This simplifies manufacturing compared to a recent motor

design presented in [36].
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• A time variant speed controller was presented, that allowsreliable control of motor with

a torque ripple without making the speed control more complicated than for a DC-motor

with low torque ripple.

• A softcore processor for AC-motor control was presented during the thesis period[120].

Even though not used for the thesis, it means the work during the PhD-period covers

most of a single drive: motor design, control design, position sensorless control, inverter

implementation and design of a motor control micro controller.

• A position sensorless method was presented that is suitable for a mass produced low cost

drive:

– Not dependent on detailed parameters of the controlled motor and the parameter vari-

ation, except some approximate knowledge about the moment of inertia and average

torque for start up.

– Change of phase resistance due to increased temperature has no impact on the sensed

position.

– Does not need to estimate the strength of the permanent magnets.

– Requires no knowledge of parameters of the inverter (voltagedrop, technology (BJT/IGBT/

MOSFET), switching speeds of diodes or transistors, and so on.

• The first prototype single phase hybrid switched reluctance motor uses a smaller amount

of motor materials than similar a 3 phase motor presented in [40]. Most notable is that the

amount of ferrite permanent magnet material is lower than the amount of NdFeB material

used in the 3 phase motor.
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8.3 Conclusion

To define what defines a low cost motor depends on what kind of production capability is sup-

posed to manufacture the drive. A low volume, low cost motor may be a different motor from

a high volume, low cost motor. For the latter, some materialsmay become viable simply due to

the volume by which the motor is produced. For a low volume motor, it is mandatory to have

easy assembly without special tooling. It is also importantto consider which materials are used.

It may become a concern for low cost motors in the long run thatthe copper price seems to con-

tinue to increase, and the mostly named replacement, aluminium, also has a price/performance

that discourages use. Since iron can be recycled indefinitely, and many sources are available

for iron it seems that low cost efficient machines should focus on reducing use of copper rather

than reducing the use of iron. If there continues to be a high interest in permanent magnet mo-

tors/generators, the price of high energy product magnets may continue to increase. The flux

concentration presented in this thesis is an alternative method, but needs a larger magnet vol-

ume to achieve same flux density. Flux concentration can not make ferrite magnets achieve the

same coercitivity (Hc) as NdFeB magnets, but magnets have to be enlarged in the magnetization

direction. This means an further increase in volume.

The first motor design presented in this thesis, shows that a single phase hybrid switched reluc-

tance motor (HSRM) can be used as a competitor to the two high performance permanent magnet

motors, brushless DC-motor (BLDC) and permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). If the

application is a simple uni directional load, such as a fan and a pump, and the dynamic require-

ments are low, a HSRM can indeed be used without significant loss of efficiency.

The main drawbacks of this motor is still that the torque is not smooth, and the radial force

changes magnitude, due to the double saliency structure. This may be the main cause of vibra-

tions and acoustic noise for the HSRM.

Despite not being an optimized design, it performed similarto the chosen benchmark motor:

three phase permanent magnet BLDC motor. The first prototype uses significantly smaller

amounts of copper compared to the benchmark motor and in particular compared with single
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phase induction motors. The sensorless control is possiblysimpler than some of the methods

used for BLDC motors, and thus there is normally no need to use ahall-sensor for this motor

type in fan or pump applications.

All in all, the motor type seem to be a good candidate for some of the same applications that

now uses single phase BLDC motors. If the noise from the vibrations can be reduced, then

the HSRM may be a suitable candidate for low power, low cost variable speed pump drive for

domestic applications. Even if the vibrations can not be reduced, then the HSRM is a suitable

candidate for uni-directional applications, such as non-domestic pump applications, fans, and

compressors.



Chapter 9

Future Work

There are several topics that are interesting for further study. Some of the topics are listed in the

following.

• The stator vibrations are of some concern, since they generate sound in the lower audible

range. It would interesting to have a thorough investigation into the source of the vibrations

and suggestions for possible solutions.

• It is possible to implement current shaping to improve efficiency. The non-linear and

speed dependent relationship between current torque is notoptimally used with the simple

current control method used in the thesis. A more advanced current control method may

further improve the efficiency of the motor at little or no extra cost.

• The hypothesis for the EPDM armour on the windings, is that the main threat to long term

water exposure is that heating up will increase the uptake ofwater, and the subsequent

cooling will allow water to travel inwards towards the windings. When sufficient water has

travelled inwards it may then attack the polyester and a partial discharge may eventually

occur. The partial discharge may lead to an out-gassing fromthe polyester lacquer. This

may eventually force a rupture in the EPDM, and the process may lead to a failure of the

winding insulation. The real question is not if the isolation will fail, but rather when. The

task is then to ensure this happens no sooner than the servicelife ends for the product
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(approximately 10 years). Preliminary tests for partial discharges, revealed no damage to

the windings due to the coating with EPDM on the windings. An interesting test, that

should be performed is however a full thermal cycling, possible including thermal shocks.

• The time for motor design was limited and excluded optimization of the design in a sys-

tematic way. A parametric design model could be used to optimize the motor based on the

principles described in the thesis. A particularly interesting method is proposed in [121]

using a grid based search and may be altered for general use , possibly merging with the

method presented in [122].

• It proved problematic to measure accurately the performance of a low torque motor, so

more measurements of the motor performance should be performed.

• The time variant controllers seems to be stable, but an actual proof of the boundaries of

stability would be interesting.
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βs Stator pole arc

βrs Arc of the saturated part of the rotor

βru Arc of the unsaturated part of the rotor

∆i Current difference between two current control updates

∆t Time between two control updates

ε Result of error calculation

ε ′ Result of simplified error calculation

Ûback−em f Peak back EMF at rotor speed ofωnominal

ω Motor speed in rad/s

ωmin Minimum speed where back-EMF can be reliably detected

ωnominal Nominal rotor speed

ωre f Reference speed

Ψ Phase fluxlinkage

Ψ0 Initial fluxlinkage/permanent magnet fluxlinkage

Ψbias Unaligned bias flux linkage at zero current

ΨPM(θ) Permanent magnet fluxlinkage

τem Torque generated by the HSRM
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τ f riction Viscous friction torque

τload Torque load

θ Rotor angle

θa Aligned rotor angle

θu Unaligned rotor angle

ω̃ Average speed

ũ Average voltage vector

B Coefficient for viscous friction

Bf ric Coefficient of frictional load (fan/pump)

counteron Number of switching frequency periods where inverter is fluxing HSRM

Dduty PWM duty cycle

fs Switching frequency

Hc Permanent magnet coercivity

i Phase current

imax Maximum current

ire f Current reference

int Integrator controller output

J Moment of intertia

ki Integral gain

kp Proportional gain

L Phase inductance
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n Motor speed in RPM

Pr Number of rotor poles

Ps Number of stator poles

prop Proportional controller output

prop′ Output of time variant proportional controller

R Phase resistance

t1 Time for start of a stroke

t2 Time for end of a stroke

u Phase voltage

WΨ Energy stored in the magnetic flux

Wcap Energy in the DC-link capacitor

Wco Co-energy

Wcu Energy lost due to coil winding resistance

Wel Electrical energy from the supply

WFe Iron loss energy

Wf ield(Ψ,θ) Field energy

Wf ric Frictional energy losses

WJ Energy stored in the rotational mass

Wm energy supplied to the motor load.

Wsupply Energy from the supply
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Appendix A

Parameters for first prototype

Table A.1: Machine parameters

Output power (measured) 70W

Outer stator length 96.4mm

Airgap 0.4mm

Rotor radius 24.2mm

Shaft diameter 10mm
Stack length 30mm

Lamination thickness 0.35mm

Silicon iron weight 1.153kg

Permanent magnet volume 17.54µm3

Permanent magnet weight 94.7g
Permanent magnet quality C5

Phase resistance at DC 4.2Ω
Number of turns 300

Wire 3×0.355mm

Copper weight 185g
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R24.6

R12.1

R24.2

R4.0

32.0

26.4

12.5
5.8

96.3

96.3

16.7

77.8

R2.0

R2.95.8

0.5

R5.0R23.1

14° 11°

34°

16°

50°

33°

28°

35°

Measurements are in mm.

Stackdepth 30mm

Laminations M270-35

Title: HSRM first prototype

Author: UJA

Notes: 

Figure A.1: Key measurements for first prototype
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Figure A.2: Data for C5 magnets

Table A.3: Magnet parameters for C5

Br 0.380T

Hc 191kAm−1

Intrinsic coercive fieldHci 203kAm−1

Maximum energy productBHmax 27.1kJm−3
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Figure A.3: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to3 degrees with0 A phase current
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Figure A.4: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to3 degrees with4 A phase current
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Figure A.5: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to48degrees with0 A phase current
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Figure A.6: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to48degrees with4 A phase current





Appendix B

Parameters for second prototype

Table B.1: Machine parameters

Output power 30W

Outer stator length 80mm

Airgap 0.4mm

Rotor radius 16.8mm

Shaft diameter 12mm
Stacklength 25mm

Lamination thickness 0.35mm

Iron weight 0.442kg

Permanent magnet volume 7.93µm3

Permanent magnet weight (effective) 42.822g
Permanent magnet quality C8

Phase resistance at DC 6.1Ω
Number of turns 400

Wire 2×0.355mm

Copper weight 117g
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Title: HSRM second prototype

Author: UJA

Notes: 
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Figure B.1: Key measurements for first prototype
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Figure B.2: Data for C5 magnets

Table B.3: Magnet parameters for C8

Br 0.385T

Hc 235kAm−1

Intrinsic coercive fieldHci 243kAm−1

Maximum energy productBHmax 27.9kJm−3
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Figure B.3: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to3 degrees with0 A phase current
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Figure B.4: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to3 degrees with3 A phase current
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Figure B.5: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to51degrees with0 A phase current
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Figure B.6: First prototype motor with rotor rotated to51degrees with3 A phase current





Appendix C

Simulink model

The hybrid switched reluctance motor (HSRM) is simulated as three interconnected subsystems:

a mechanical subsystem, a control subsystem, and an electrical subsystem as shown on Fig. C.1.

The HSRM model is based on the equations described in section 3.2.

Mechanical Subsystem

phase_current

omega

theta

theta_limited

Electrical Subsystem

control_input

Theta

BEMF_sensed

phase_current

Control Subsystem

BEMF

phase_current

omega

theta_continous

theta_in

control_output

Figure C.1: The combined system is composed of three components
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The mechanical subsystem, shown in Fig. C.2, calculates the rotor speed and rotor angle based

on the HSRM phase current and rotor angle. The friction simulation includes a non linear stiction

model and a simple friction model. The HSRM phase current is used together with the rotor

angle as index into a torque look up table based on the finite element model of the HSRM. Since

the finite element model only has a finite number of points, linear interpolation is used between

points.

theta_limited

3

theta

2

omega

1

omega^2 moment

of inertia

1/J

fan_load

B_fan

Speed integrator

1/s

Rad2DEG3

1/winding_factor

Rad2DEG

180/pi

Position integrator

1

s

Math

Function

mod

Look-Up

Torque

Friction simulation

omega tau_friction

Constant2

pi/2

phase_current

1

Tau_friction

Tau_friction
omega

omega

omega

omega

tau_motor

theta

theta_limited

theta_limited

Figure C.2: The mechanical systems also handles the fan load, and calculation of friction (stiction and
viscous friction).
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The control subsystem shown in Fig. C.3 has two main sub systems: a speed controller and a

current controller. The current controller is for the position sensorless control extended into the

position sensorless state-machine described in chapter 7.

control_output

1

scaling factor1

1/winding_factor

Speed controller

omega

theta_continous

counter

Speed reference

i_ref

reset_angle

Repeating

Sequence

Stair

Rad2DEG1

180/pi

Current control

Current<Lo>

BEMF<Lo>

omega<Lo>

angle<Lo>

Current Ref<Lo>

Ctrl_voltage

Counter

Count

Up

Inc

Rst

Cnt

50kHz clock

theta_in

5

theta_continous

4

omega

3

phase_current

2

BEMF

1

Figure C.3: The control subsystem is made of two main subsystems: the speed controller and the current
controller.

The actual controllers are implemented as triggered subsystems with embedded m-scripts. The

embedded m-scripts does not emit a properly defined output until they are initialized. There is

unfortunately no way of defining the initial state when used together with triggered subsystems.

This means that the initial control actions made by the controllers differ from the initial control

actions made by the actual controllers in the microcontroller. This had an impact mostly on

the position sensorless controller. The position sensorless controller is depending on the initial

stroke to reach sufficient speed for proper sensing of the back-EMF to synchronize with the rotor

position. This also means that the initial behaviour of the simulation differs from he experimental

results, but the position sensorless control method is robust towards these errors as described in

the chapter regarding position sensorless control.
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The speed controller calculates the current reference usedby the current controller. The speed

controller is updated synchronized with the rotor angle as shown in Fig C.4. The continuous

angle is compared against a trigger angle to generate a trigger signal that triggers an update of

the speed controller. The separation is done to emulate the behaviour of the implementation in

the microcontroller. In the microcontroller is the speed controller implemented in the "main"

loop, and the current controller as a timer interrupt synchronized with the switching frequency.

The current controller or the position sensorless controller signals the speed controller when it is

time for an update of the speed controller. When running with aposition sensor, a shaft encoder

is used to measure the rotor position used as a trigger. When running position sensorless the

subsystem is trigger by the position sensorless controller. When running position sensorless the

current controller is replaced with the position sensorless controller, since the position sensorless

controller also handles current control.

reset_angle

2

i_ref

1

Speed Control

omega

omega_ref

counter

i_ref

Calculate trigger

angle

angle trigger

Speed reference

4

counter

3

theta_continous

2

omega

1

i_ref

Figure C.4: The speed controller

The electrical subsystems contains a simple inverter modelthat calculates the voltage applied

to the HSRM. The electrical subsystem uses look up tables fromthe finite element simulation,

where the permanent magnet flux linkage is treated separately from the flux linkage generated

by the coils. The winding factor is used to scale the current

The inverter assumes that the inverter is run with hard switching and only considers an average

voltage model of the inverter. The inverter uses the phase current together with the control signals

to determine if the applied DC-link voltage is positive or negative.

The back EMF calculation shown in Fig. C.7, uses the control signals to calculate the differential

voltage across the HSRM terminals. The back-EMF can only be measured directly, when there
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Figure C.5: The eletrical system also uses two subsystems: one subsystem to calculate back EMF and
one subsystem to handle inverter dynamics

DC Link
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3
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2
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1
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1
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0
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-1
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Charging DC-cap
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|u|
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2

Logical Control Input

1

i_DC_link

Figure C.6: The inverter subsystem accepts dutycycles between -1 to +1 and uses this to generate appro-
priate average applied phase voltage

is no phase current. The back-EMF calculation does not handle the common mode rejection rate

of the measurement circuit.

DC-link dynamics is simulated with a power sim model of the capacitor as shown in Fig. C.8.

The DC-link simulation only simulates the major fluxing and defluxing of the capacitor, and

does not handle the switching dynamics when the inverter is operated with either hard-switching

PWM or soft-switching.
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Figure C.7: The back EMF is calculated by using the a differential of a lowpass filtered value of the
BEMF. It also handles the applied phase voltage, to simulate the disturbing effect of the inverter.
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Appendix D

Laboratory set-ups

Introduction

To verify the performance of the motor designs and the control methods various measurements

the motors have been made. Static performance measurementswere made for the first proto-

type motor (flux linkage and torque) to validate the performance of the HSRM design. The

dynamic measurements included efficiency measurement and performance measurements of the

implemented controllers.

Static measurements

The static parameters of torque and flux linkage of the hybridswitched reluctance motor was

measured in two static test set-ups.

Torque measurement

The torque was measured using a strain gauge, a stepper motorwith an integrated gearbox. a

strain gauge measurement amplifier with a display and serialport, a balanced aluminium beam,
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some standard weights, and a DC power supply. The strain gauge amplifiers readings were

calibrated using the aluminium beam and the standard weights. The standard gravitational ac-

celeration for Denmark isg = 9.82m/s2 and is used inτ = mweight · g · l , wheremweight is a

calibration weight,τ is the torque, andl is the distance from the centre where the weights are

placed (here it is0.5m). The motor is fitted to the strain gauge instead of the balanced alu-

minium beam and using a DC-supply. The current is adjusted andusing the stepper motor the

rotor angle is chosen. The torque is recorded for the torque envelope using the setup shown in

Fig. D.2.

Figure D.1: The strain gage is connected to an amplifier that samples and reads out the calculated torque.
The stepper motor holds the HSRM rotor at a desired angle (θ ) for both the static torque test and the flux
linkage test.

Figure D.2: The static torque measurement set-up
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Flux linkage measurement

Flux linkage is measured for minimum and maximum reluctancepositions, with a Chroma pro-

grammable power supply, an oscilloscope and the stepper motor fixing the rotor at angle (θ ).

The power supply is programmed to give a voltage step, where current and voltage is recorded

on the oscilloscope. The desired magnitude of the voltage step is given byUstep=Rphase· Idesired,

whereUstep is the desired voltage step magnitude,Rphaseis the phase resistance, andIdesired is

the desired steady state current magnitude. The transient voltage (u) and current (i) is recorded

and the flux linkage (Ψ(i,θ)) is calculated based on:Ψ =
∫

u−R· idt.

Figure D.3: The test set-up for flux linkage tests
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Efficiency measurements

A fan from an induction motor was used a simple to use load to test the performance of the first

prototype. The chosen motor fan dissipates energy, as a function of the rotational speed as it is

shown in Fig. D.4 using the experimental set-up shown in Fig.D.5.

The DC-motor is run at specific speeds with and without the fan,while the input power and phase

current is measured. The fan losses are calculated based on aDC-motor model as described in

[123].

Figure D.4

Figure D.5: Lab setup for fan loss measurement
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The losses for the hybrid switched reluctance motor was measured with the fan load, as it can be

seen in Fig. D.6. The power analyzer used for these experiments was the Norma D6100 wide

band power analyzer and the waveforms and signals were recorded using a Tektronix TDS3014B

oscilloscope. Rotational speed was found from the recorded current waveforms. When testing

the position sensorless control, the encoder is not connected to the DSP, except for verification

purposes. The schematics for the electronics can be seen in appendix E.

Figure D.6: The loss measurements were done using a Norma D6100 wideband power analyzer, and
recorded on Tektronix TDS3014B oscilloscope.





Appendix E

Electronic schematics

The different boards were added to an EZDSP TMS320F2812 board, as they were needed. The

TMS320F2812 microcontroller/DSP is running at a clock frequency of 150 MHz connected to a

board with optical transmitters for optical transmission of the PWM signals for the inverter.

First a current measurement and encoder interface (See Fig.E.2) was added to enable motor

control, together with an inverter (see Fig. E.1). The microcontroller has two separate channels

to each of the two inverter MOSFETS. An over current protection circuit monitors a shunt resis-

tor, and a D-latch shuts the inverter down until it is reset. The over current protection circuit is

not using the sensor board current measurement, since that would not ensure isolation between

the inverter and the microcontroller. As described in the thesis, a low cost implementation would

not have such an isolation and probably also would not have a separate over-current protection.
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Sensorless state machine flowchart
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Appendix G

Softcore processor for FPGA

G.1 Introduction

To control an AC machine a DSP or a micro controller is typically used. While they are ex-

cellent, their architecture is not directly targeted for motor control, since they do not feature an

instruction set dedicated to motor control. The micro controller is typically not sufficient for

vector control schemes. For some applications even a fast DSP may be too slow, an example can

be to replace an analog hysteresis controller as the inner control loop with a digital implemen-

tation. The FPGA has for some time been used for signal processing and the use of the FPGA

for motor control has been explored before. There seems to beat least two different approaches

used: [124] and [125] uses an approach based on signal flow. They implemented the control loop

by making custom elements for each part. These elements are then connected to form the closed

loop. [126] And [127] used a general purpose soft core connected to custom external elements

needed for the control of a PMSM.

The signal flow approach, also known as dataflow processing, has a hardwired setup which re-

quires synthesis of a new processor if the control loop is modified to accomodate e.g. sensorless

control. This issue is addressed by using the more flexible approach of connecting external

blocks to a general purpose soft core. However a general purpose softcore can be difficult to
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modify, since most of them are either proprietary tied to a specific FPGA vendor or open source

with limited documentation and test results. Furthermore having direct access to the softcore

enables a more flexible hardware-software co-design, sinceeverything inside the soft core can

be changed to simplify or speed up the software algorithm. This paper presents a proposed

new processor, which allows easy extension. Two different implementations are presented: one

processor customized for a permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) and another cus-

tomized for a hybrid switched reultance machine (HSRM).

G.2 Design method for PMSM soft core instruction set

To design the soft core for the PMSM instance, first a quick evaluation of the instructions

needed for vector control, also known as field oriented control (FOC). This section describes

the thoughts regarding the instruction set design, the numerical format, custom instructions, and

finally the peripheral functions.

Instructions needed for vector control

The key to vector oriented control for AC machines is the concept of rotating coordinate systems.

In synchronous machines it can be advantageous to fix the coordinate system to the rotor. Update

the control equations in this rotating reference frame (dq-reference frame), and transform back

to the fixed stator coordinates (αβ reference frame). To achieve this current measurement from

the three phases needs to be sampled and transformed into therotating reference frame. See G.1

for this transform. Assuming 0= ia+ ib+ ic:
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(G.1)

The control equations can be handled by signed multiplications and additions as shown in [128].
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The angle of the voltage vector in the statorαβ reference frame is given by:

∠vαβ = arctan(vq/vd)+θe (G.2)

The magnitude of the voltage vector in the statorαβ reference frame:

|~vαβ |= |~vdq|=
√

v2
d +v2

q (G.3)

Finally this allows for generation of the PWM duty times usinge.g. center based space vector

modulation: Given a switch periodTs, |~vαβ |, and∠vαβ :

ta =
2·

√
3

π
· |~vαβ | ·Ts ·sin(

π
3
−∠vαβ )

tb =
2·

√
3

π
· |~vαβ | ·Ts ·sin(∠vαβ )

t0 = t7 =
1
2
(Ts− ta− tb) (G.4)

Equations G.1, G.2,G.3, and G.4 determines the operations needed for vector control. It is also

clear that there is only need for signed operations.

G.3 Soft core Architecture

The soft core consists of four distinct modules and two multiplexers, as it is shown on figure

G.1. A synchronous design is used for the soft-core, with twostate machines governing the be-

haviour. One state machine is used for the control block and the other is for the algorithmic logic

unit. Microcode is not used for control of soft core behaviour, but rather uses hardwired logic.

The major task for the control block is control the program counter and to prohibit writes during

compare instructions. The ALU performs all calculations and access to custom instructions and

external blocks. The two multiplexers determine the sourceof the operands for the algorithmic

and logic unit (ALU). The register bank contains control logic and storage for the four regis-

ters (R0,R1,R2, and R3). The memory block is a standard two port memory block, enabling a

Harvard structure for the processor.
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Figure G.1: The layout of the soft core.

G.4 instruction set

A custom instruction set is implemented to enable a simple mapping from the equations needed

in AC-motor control to the actual machine code operations. The closer the instruction set is to the

task, the fewer instructions are needed. This is balanced against the flexibility of implemented

instructions and the speed of a complex instruction as well as the FPGA resource consumption

of an instruction. To lessen the impact of complex instructions on the core structure of the pro-

cessor, it was decided to enable the use of "external" instructions. Instructions which performed

complex functions could then be tested separately and theirinfluence on the soft core could be

isolated. The mechanism for these custom instructions is described later but first a description

of the design of the instruction set and the fixed point numberformat used in the soft core.
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Design of instruction set

The functionality needed:

• Registers for intermediate values

• Timers with PWM output capability

• ADC-capabable input

• Quadrature decoder for rotor position

• Multiplication, addition and subtraction

• Cosine, sine, and rectangular to polar conversion

To enable design of more complex programs, logical functions (AND, OR, XOR), a compare,

and conditional/unconditional branches were added. Finally two move instructions were added

alongside three input/output instructions.

This leads to the set of instructions shown on table G.1.

There is eight different addressing modes for all three operand instructions, four addressing

modes for all two operand instructions and two addressing modes for all one operand instruc-

tions.

Fixed point number format

Even though the soft-core is a 32 bit processor, the fixed point is set at 32768 for unity. This

means to transform from decimal to to the fixed point format the following transform is needed:

numberf ixed = numberdecimal·32768 (G.5)

Similarly for angles in degrees the transform is given as:

anglef ixed = angledegrees·16384/180 (G.6)
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Table G.1: Instruction set of the proposed AC control processor.

Instruction Meaning

ANG Calculates angle of a 2D-vector

ABS Calculates magnitude of a 2D-vector

COS Cosine

SIN Sine

PWM Set PWM-timers, wait and return rotor-pos.

SCL Fixed point multiplication

ADD Addition

SUB Subtraction

MUL Integer multiplication

SWP Swap upper and lower part of number

ORB Logical OR

AND Logical AND

XOR Logical XOR

CMP Compare two operands

Bxx Conditional branch

JMP Unconditional jump

MOV Copy first operand

MVY Copy second operand

LTC Latch and roll input

OUT Output masked value

INP Input masked value

Figure G.2: The instructions all follow a single format with some bit patterns directly connected to e.g.
multiplexers. Since no exception exist to this format, the control logic can be kept simple.

Instruction set format

There is only one format for instructions, which is shown on figure G.2
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J is one:

This is a jump/branch command, and the immediate operand is copied to the program

counter (PC) if the branch is taken. The command indicates thetype of branching.

J is zero:

If S is 1 this is a slow operation. This is described in the section regarding custom instruc-

tions. The command field indicates the type of operation to beperformed.

A is zero:

The register defined by Reg1 is used as first source for instructions.

A is one:

The immediate operand is used as first source for instructions.

B is zero:

The register defined by Reg2 is used as second source for instructions.

B is one:

The memory content indirectly indicated by R3 is used as second source for instruc-

tions.

C is zero:

The register defined by Dest is used as destination.

C is one:

The memory content indirectly indicated by R3 is used as destination.

Custom Instructions

To enable custom instructions a simple strategy was used. Bit31 tells the state machines of the

soft core, that a slow operation is to be performed. And slow is here defined as more than 3 cycles

for completion. The control block will then wait for the ALU to finish. The ALU would wait

for the external function to finish, latch in the result and allow the control block to continue. So

the processor is effectively stalled when a custom instruction is executing. The state-machines

implementing this behaviour can be seen on figure G.4 and figure G.3
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Illustration 4: State diagram for the control state machine. To make sure that all

wait until external
block ready.

if fast command

if slow operation

RESET

branchholding_pattern

fetch_and_storeexecute_or_wait reset

Figure G.3: The control block state machine.

if slow operation

If fast commandif no new 

command

wait until external 

block ready.

RESET

execute_or_wait update_flags

holding_pattern wait_on_external

Figure G.4: The ALU block state machine.

This is also used to implement synchronization with PWM timers. The PWM instruction waits

for the timer A to reach zero before it latches the rotor position and allows the ALU to continue.

CORDIC functions

To approximate the sine, cosine and the rectangular to polarfunctions a coordinate rotation dig-

ital computer (CORDIC) was implemented. CORDIC was chosen for theimplementation since

it is simple to implement and hardware efficient [129]. The implemented CORDIC functions

are accurate to approximately 12 bits. This number is the result of simulation of all combina-

tions of inputs. The only exception is the angle calculationwhich only is accurate to the same

number bits as the input vector values. Thus the shorter vector, the greater the inaccuracy in the

calculation of the vector angle. This is an inherent featureof the CORDIC functions. To ensure

that the results are usable in all four quadrants of operation, extra rotations are done after the

actual CORDIC operations. Compensation for the CORDIC expansionfactor is done before the

CORDIC approximations. A complete discussion of CORDIC can be found in [130]
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Figure G.5: The peripheral connections with the soft core.

Peripheral functions

The peripheral blocks are arranged in a typical system on a chip layout as shown on figurefig:soc

PWM timers:

To control the three phase inverter three identical PWM timers are instantiated. The PWM

command sets the duty cycles for the three timers. They are implemented as timers with a

fixed period, constantly counting up and down to enable classical SVM.

Quadrature decoder:

To get the rotor position a quadrature interface was implemented. The PWM command

returns the current encoder value.

ADC interface:

Since the FPGA used has no ADC internally, an external SPI interface was implemented.

The communication is achieved by the two commands OUT and LTC.

RS232 UART:

To make a simpler interface to the assembler an UART for RS232 was implemented. The

use of the UART for programming is described in the section regarding the programming

tools.
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Figure G.6: The FPGA can be initialised from the assembler by uploading a preconfigured bit stream to
the FPGA as indicated by the dashed line. The assembler control algorithm can then be uploaded to the
soft core as indicated by the black line.

G.5 Programming Tools

A basic assembler was designed with an integrated editor. The assembled machine code program

can be uploaded to the soft core using the assembler RS232 interface on the PC-side and a simple

download program in the soft core. A download monitor program is contained in the synthesized

image uploaded to the FPGA. That way a faster edit-assemble-debug cycle is possible. The

upload of the synthesized image can also be performed from the assembler and effectively acts

as a reset of the soft core. The programming model is shown on figure G.6.

G.6 Implementation results

PMSM instance with Software Logic for the ADC

For the PMSM the soft-core is kept as presented in the article, and the current loops are imple-

mented in a synchronous reference frame. The loop times for the current loop is measured in a

VHDL simulation is presented in table G.2, and will differ slightly if an overflow needs to be

handled by the integrator part of the PI-control. A loop timefor a complete FOC of 71127 ns,

is more than 10 times slower than the 5400 ns presented in [124]. But most of this is due the

fact that this is a sequential implementation and the CORDIC functions are not optimized. This

is partly due to the fact that this is a sequential implementation and the CORDIC functions are
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Table G.2: Times for a vector control loop (FOC). The times are given usinga 50 MHz clock.

Functional element Time in nanoseconds

Get measurements from ADC 38178

Transform to dq reference frame 11277

Control updates 8117

Transfrom toαβ 5246

SVM 8309

Complete FOC 71127
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Figure G.7: The proportional part of the PI-speed controller is disabledand a blocking load is applied.
The response on one of the phase voltages is measured using the low pass filtered signal to the inverter
stage.

not optimized, but first and foremost because the ADC SPI input was implemented in assembler

and not VHDL. The entire system for a PMSM consumes 35% of the resources in a Spartan

3E FPGA (xc3s500e-5fg320). See table G.2 for details. The details regarding resource usage is

presented in table G.4 under ”CCPU/PMSMM, SW-ADC”.

PMSM instance with Hardware Logic for the ADC

For the PMSM the soft-core is kept as presented in the article, and the current loops are imple-

mented in a synchronous reference frame. The loop times for the current loop is measured in a

VHDL simulation is presented in table G.2, and will differ slightly if an overflow needs to be

handled by the integrator part of the PI-control. A loop timefor a complete FOC of 71127 ns, is
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Table G.3: Times for a vector control loop (FOC) using extra logic for control af ADC. The times are
given using a 50 MHz clock.

Functional element Time in nanoseconds

Get measurements from ADC 120

Transform to dq reference frame 11277

Control updates 8117

Transfrom toαβ 5246

SVM 8309

Complete FOC 33249

more than 10 times slower than the 5400 ns presented in [124].But most of this is due the fact

that this is a sequential implementation and the CORDIC functions are not optimized. The entire

system for a PMSM consumes 37% of the resources in a Spartan 3EFPGA (xc3s500e-5fg320).

See table G.3 for details. The details regarding resource usage is presented in table G.4 under

”CCPU/PMSMM, HW-ADC”.

HSRM instance

For the single phase HSRM only a very simple voltage control isimplemented. The loop time

of 981 ns is therefore also much lower. The commands COS, SIN, ABS and ANG are re-

moved from the soft core and the resource usage drops to 14% inthe same Spartan 3E FPGA

(xc3s500e-5fg320). The timers are updated so they can perform soft-switching with a minimal

effort from the program. In soft-switching, the asymmetrical halfbridge switches are controlled

independently allowing for zero voltage vectors. By embedding this control in the hardware

and updating the PWM command, the assembler control loop can be kept simple. The details

regarding resource usage is presented in table G.4 under ”CCPU/HSRM, SW-ADC”.

The current and voltage waveforms can be seen on figure G.8
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Figure G.8: The current measured for the single phase HSRM under voltage control.

Table G.4: Comparative table regarding resource usage, using a Spartan-3E C3S500E-5 FPGA at 50
MHz, with 20 blocks of on chip RAM, 4656 slices of logic and a total of 20 hardware multipliers (HW-
mul.). All implementations were compiled using Xilinx WEB-ISE 9.1I VHDL compiler with a mixture of
behavioural and register transfer logic.

Type Slices used Mem used HW-mul used

CCPU/PMSM, SW-ADC 1629 8 4

CCPU/PMSM, HW-ADC 1718 8 4

CCPU/HSRM, SW-ADC 691 8 1

G.7 Conclusion

This paper presents a new processor for motor control and discusses the design and implemen-

tation of such a processor in three different forms. The three instantiations, demonstrates that

the custom soft-core can be used for different types of motorcontrol. By allowing for easy

modifications various control requirements can be accommodated. This enables a wider range

of control strategies without redesign of the synthesized image on the FPGA unlike signal flow

methods, yet it maintains a decent speed on a small FPGA sincethe soft-core is design for AC

motor control.
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Future work

• The assembler should choose between different predefined soft-cores to minimize the use

FPGA resources.

• A compiler should be developed to generate the assembly language code. A simple com-

piler is currently in the works.

• A simulator should help decide whether a functionality should be implemented as a hard-

ware function or the functionality could be implemented as software.
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